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PART A

RESEARCH REPORT



Abstract
Galleries displaying artwork and artefacts are already taking advantage of technology 

to give added value to the viewing public.  However are  such systems suitable  or 

desirable for use in art displays? The purpose of this study was to create a proximity 

activated multimedia system to evaluate viewer reactions and opinions to determine if 

such systems are a beneficial, enjoyable and even an appropriate way to display art. 

Multimedia used in galleries provides content that predominately follows set patterns 

and disregards the viewer. Some systems have been developed to alter visual displays 

depending on viewer location but they require the viewer’s conscious participation 

through carrying or wearing some form of hardware. We have created a system that 

reacts to the user without the need to carry any device and reacts to the user in a 

ubiquitous manner. This allowed us to evaluate the usability and suitability of such 

systems in the context of viewing art. The displayed content of the system projected 

onto the wall alters based on the location of the viewer who would not initially know 

that  they  have  triggered  the  change  in  the  display  themselves.  We tested  viewer 

reaction  to  the  system  via  observation  and  questionnaires  to  determine  if  our 

hypotheses  that  such  systems are  an  intuitive,  beneficial  and  enjoyable  to  gallery 

patrons is true. The hypothesis that such displays are desirable and useful in a gallery 

environment is supported by the results gathered from experiments. The results of the 

hypothesis that such systems if delivered in a ubiquitous manner are intuitive to use 

by patrons is rejected however.
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Background and Motivation

Art and Multimedia
Art  galleries  and  museums  have  already  discovered  the  power  of  multimedia  to 

provide  further  information  and  entertainment  to  their  public  but  this  type  of 

multimedia  either  requires  manual  user  input  or,  disregards  the  user  altogether. 

Predominantly the type of multimedia used is  slide displays,  often using multiple 

projectors with a synchronised sound track played in loops. Some galleries however 

experiment with emerging multimedia and interactive Museum exhibits are constantly 

being  developed  throughout  the  world  utilising  technology  to  fuse  “form  and 

function” Walker (2003).

The motivation for this study come from a question posed for consideration as a topic 

for research posed by Dr Holger Regenbrecht (2005):

Living Gallery
“Have you ever been wondering why artwork in a gallery needs to be that 

static?  Based  on  some  preliminary  research  done  at  HITLab  NZ  in 

Christchurch it would be desirable to bring some dynamics into displayed 

objects. The use of Augmented Reality and related Multi-Media technology 

seems to be a  promising approach. Place a computer,  a  projector,  and a 

camera into an exhibition and show what's possible. Some programming and 

digital photo handling skills required.” 

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study is to create an interactive display and test user reactions to 

determine  if  reactive  art  is  a  suitable  means  for  displaying  art  to  improve  the 

experience of gallery patrons.

These intentions will be examined by analysing the reactions of users to a proximity-

triggered interactive human-computer-interface to an art display to discover if this 

type  of  display  can  enhance  the  experience  of  a  patrons’  viewing  of  artwork  or 

artefacts. 



If natural human curiosity will cause people to come closer to an object that interests 

them, can we use this reaction to enhance their experience and will the reactions of 

the system to this interest be intuitive? 

In usual circumstances the artwork does not react to the interest but remains static. It 

would  be  of  value  to  galleries  and  museums to  have  proof  or  otherwise  through 

research  to  determine  if  their  patrons  experience  can  be  enhanced  by  providing 

interactive displays that provide a reaction to their interest.

Depending  on  the  resulting  analysis  of  data,  this  method  of  providing  additional 

information  to  a  user  in  an  obvious  and  interactive  manner  could  find  uses  in 

Galleries, Museums, education as well as possible commercial or entertainment uses.

Information gathered should be of interest to gallery and museum staff for planning of 

possible future displays.

It is highly likely that information discovered will also be of interest to businesses 

involving in marketing due to possible commercial applications of the system.

Commercial uses for example may lend themselves to a trade show display where a 

teaser  image creates  the  curiosity  of  those interested to  step  closer  triggering  the 

system response to provide further information.



Hypotheses
It is hypothesised a display that reacts to the interest shown in the subject and changes 

to support the viewer’s curiosity will enhance the enjoyment or learning experience 

and  that  therefore  such  interactive  displays  are  suitable  for  gallery  and  museum 

exhibits 

It is further proposed that a display that provides additional information depending on 

the proximity of the viewer will appear natural to the viewer and not require learning 

or prior explanation of the interface. 

It is also hypothesised that users, even when surprised by the reaction of an apparently 

ubiquitous  computer  altered  display  content,  will  realise  that  it  is  their  actions 

determining change in the content displayed.

This research hopes to address three issues by testing –

That a proximity-triggered interactive digital display can enhance the display of art or 

museum objects and that such an interactive display increases viewing pleasure and/or 

education of the audience. This will be determined by providing a test system for user 

to  experience  and  recording  their  opinions  and  actions  as  a  response  to  their 

interactions with the system.

That  providing  additional  information  to  a  user  in  a  ubiquitous  manner  without 

instructions once discovered is intuitive and requires no instruction or training. This 

will be determined by questioning and observing user of the system and how they 

cope with the interaction.

That the hardware and software components are economical to develop or acquire and 

provide a system suitable for the tests and evaluations we wish to carry out.



Definitions of terms
Interactive multimedia: Refers to digital  multimedia  that responds to input from 

humans.

Proximity activation: The system becomes aware of the user as they approach and 

an appropriate response is determined by the distance. 

Digital  display  of  artwork:  Use  of  digital  media  for  display  such  as  computer 

screens or projected computer images.

Ubiquitous Computing: “… integrates computation into the environment, rather than 

having computers which are distinct objects. Another term for ubiquitous computing 

is  pervasive computing.  Promoters of this idea hope that embedding computation 

into  the  environment  would  enable  people  to  move  around  and  interact  with 

computers  more  naturally  than  they  currently  do.  One of  the  goals  of  ubiquitous 

computing  is  to  enable  devices  to  sense  changes  in  their  environment  and  to 

automatically  adapt  and  act  based  on  these  changes  based  on  user  needs  and 

preferences.” Wikipedia (2005)

Face recognition: In this document face recognition does not refer to the recognition 

of individuals from their faces but more simply the recognition of an object as being a 

face. 

Morphing: Creating a seamless translation between two or more digital images or 

video streams.

Dynamic Art: Artwork that is viewed while in motion rather than static display.  

Situational  Awareness.  Control  of  displays  (usually  advertising)  using  location-

sensor control hardware. Ben Shneiderman (1998)



Literature Review

Literature Review:  The purpose of this research is to create an interactive display 

and test user reactions to determine if reactive art is a suitable means for displaying 

art to improve the experience of gallery patrons. 

The intention of the literature review is to uncover the work already done in this field. 

The goals of this research are to determine -

How appropriate or valuable are interactive digital displays of art?

Are proximity triggered (ubiquitous) interaction systems intuitive?

Can such a system be easily created for use and testing?

The  system required  to  provide  suitable  information  for  art  galleries  and  similar 

institutions to determine if they want to use interactive display systems and provide 

acceptable results to base their decisions on.

It was apparent to answer these questions would require breaking the literature review 

down into three separate issues.

Technical Science based Literature (and software) and art display related systems

Human-Computer interaction Literature for usability testing techniques and statistical 

methods

Journals and guides specific to art and art gallery displays and museums

This division was required due to the need to cover the diverse technical, HCI and 

artistic aspects that affect the creation of our evaluation system. 

A brief outline of the requirements from each section of the Literature review is:

Technical  Information –  what  systems have  others  created  to  use  technology to 

display  art  in  particular  interactive  systems?  The  intention  is  to  provide  suitable 

existing examples and ideas to base our own evaluation system on to learn from what 

others  have  done  in  the  creation  of  interactive  systems,  and  gather  any  suitable 

components that could be incorporated in the build of our own evaluation system.



HCI  literature will  be  examined  to  provide  methods  and  tools  for  creating  the 

interface and the purpose of determining methods for evaluating the system. This is in 

two  parts.  Firstly  measuring  the  usability  of  a  ubiquitous  interface.  Secondly  to 

measure  the  acceptance  levels  of  digital  displays  for  displaying  art  in  a  gallery 

situation. So we would need to research previous studies and use their test methods 

and instruments to provide validity to our results.

Art gallery specific  display requirements, guidelines and evaluation techniques, to 

provide  answers  to  our  context  (gallery)  specific  questions.  These  answers  are 

required  to  provide  a  framework  to  base  the  display  interface  design  so  it  is 

compatible with gallery requirements and provide a basis for our evaluation questions.



Technical science based literature (and software) of art display 
related systems

This section of the literature review search is to discover what systems have others 

created to use technology to interactive display art. The intention is firstly to examine 

existing examples and ideas to base our own evaluation system on, learning from 

what others have done to create interactive systems to determine what to build into 

our system, and secondly search for existing code or components to reduce the need 

to build a complete system from scratch. 

Recent work and existing systems
One approach for digital display was taken by Bauhaus University (Bimber, 2005) 

where additional art images were projected directly onto the canvas of an existing 

pictorial  work  providing  multiple  images  in  the  one display frame.  Providing  the 

additional images in this case was complicated by the fact that the projection was 

made  directly  over  the  original  painting,  thus  requiring  cancelling  out  of  the 

underlying  image so  not  to  affect  the  projected  image.  While  providing  multiple 

content, the user had no control over the display.

One  interesting  example  of  content  used  by  the  Bauhaus  University  team was  a 

painting where, the covering layer of a painting done by one of Rembrandt’s pupils is 

shown  being  stripped  off  to  reveal  a  self  portrait  by  the  master  underneath  the 

discovery of which is outlined in a BBC report.(BBC News) 

This type of content would appear to form a good example for the content basis of our 

system. 

Computers have been used by artists for many years and Paul (2003 page 15) states 

“Computers were used for the creation of digital  artwork as early as the 

1960s. Michael A. Noll, a researcher at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, 

created some of the earliest computer generated images …. And exhibited in 

the Howard Wise Gallery New York in 1965.”

In fact one artwork described in her book concerned the work of Lillian Schwartz 

–“her famous image Mona/Leo (1987), a composite of the faces of Leonardo and the 

Mona Lisa, suggested a deceptively simple solution to the identity of the painter’s 



subject  while  blurring  the  boundaries  between  the  persona  of  the  artist  and  the 

creation” (Paul, 2003, p. 29)

This one image has created much discussion and has influenced others and the content 

has been seen repeated in the work of others including that of Hauber (discussed 

shortly) and providing further inspiration for our project.

Paul’s  (2003)  comments  also  highlight  a  possible  problem  with  terminology 

differences between the art and Information Science views on the term “interactive” 

where on page 67 she says “the term interactive has become almost meaningless due 

to  its  inflationary  use  for  numerous  levels  of  exchange  as  any  experience  of  an 

artwork is interactive.” She explains that with regard to digital art interactivity allows 

different  forms  of  navigating,  assembling,  or  contributing  to  an  artwork  that  go 

beyond this purely mental event of exchange with an art object

She explains that the digital medium is also “dynamic and can respond to a changing 

data flow and the real-time transmission of data.” She also describes an example of 

interaction used to  create  the  art  itself,  where  (Paul,  2003,  p.  190)  “Text  rain.  A 

similar magical effect is achieved by Text Rain  (1999), an installation by American 

artist Camille Utterback and Romy Achituv that enables users to physically interact 

with floating text. Users stand and move in front of a large projection, which shows 

their shadows image as well as a colour animation of letters that seem to be falling 

like raindrops.”

This is and example of true digital art and not merely using digital technologies to 

display artwork as in the system we intend. 

Interaction due to proximity was intended for our evaluation system which again is 

not  a  new  concept  for  example  Bolter  (2003,  p.  63)  describes  various  forms. 

“Proximity was also used for the Tiffany Holmes, Nosce Te Ipsum: The first image. 

Displayed in the Art gallery at SIGGRAPH 2000, “Stepping on each target triggers 

another sensor and a continued shift in the animation  ...”

This example provides a variation on the system we intend to create but the method of 

proximity detection was considered inappropriate due to the required installation of 

under-floor sensors. Other methods of proximity detection would constitute another 

part of this literature review.



Not only can many references be found in books concerning the viewpoint from an 

entirely  art  perspective  there  are  many  interesting  examples  of  interactive  art 

published in technical publications such as The IEEE Multimedia Journals. Walker 

(2003) describes various interfaces in his article on Exhibit  Research “One of my 

goals is designing interactive museum exhibits has been to do just that – bringing art 

to the service of science, to make art that informs.” One unusual interface described is 

at odds with conventional interface interaction theory however – “In Shawn Lawson’s 

Wu Wei a computer vision interface detects a participants movement as he observes a 

projection  of  a  Japanese  scroll  painting.  Drawing  on  Wu  Wei  Taoist  principle 

(meaning  ‘without  action’),  the  work reacts  to  the  stillness  rather  than  to  motion 

(nonmotion reveals details of the painting; motion does not).”

Our work will react to proximity and movement, stillness of motion should provide a 

pause in the change of content to provide a logical affordance/feedback interaction of 

movement triggering movement in the display.

Software 
The software that provided the main components of our system is adapted from the 

software created by Hauber (2005) in his MorphaLisa project. This is the interactive 

system  that  provided  both  the  initial  idea  for  our  system  and  the  basic  code 

components  in  C++.NET (Appendix  VI)  that  provided  the  basis  for  building  the 

system. Strictly speaking the investigation of this system was not actually part of the 

literature review, but prompted our search of software literature and web resources to 

develop the ideas further. Due to the existing system not providing the ubiquitous 

computing  experience  we  want  to  test  we  searched  for  resources  to  guide  our 

adaptation to the existing components. The major resource for software components 

was  the  website  for  Neon  Helium  Productions  Open  GL  Tutorials.  This  site  is 

constantly being updated with tutorials and code for opens source software. Specific 

items useful to us involved avi (audio visual movie) files played in Open GL software 

and FaceDetect.c from Open CV samples. Some information about data types and 

operators was needed and the book Learning C++ by Neill. (1991) was useful as a 

reference.



Technical literature section summary
The information resulting from this section of the literature review provided both the 

ideas and inspiration for creating the system we would use for our evaluation, and the 

basic  components  required  to  carry  out  the  building  of  the  software  while  also 

providing  suitable  examples  of  content  for  use  in  the  deployed  test  system.  The 

inspiration for content and interaction is  provided by these examples.  The content 

favoured by these examples relies on famous or well know artistic examples which 

we will follow to enable us to evaluate the interactive system with content that is 

probably familiar to any user. This familiarity of content will place the focus of the 

user on the interaction reducing the possibility that users will be judging the artistic 

content instead of the display. The focus of these software examples however is on 

the technical difficulties of creating the systems and not on evaluating the usability or 

even desirability or demand for such systems.



Human-computer interaction literature for design usability testing 
techniques and statistical methods

The purpose for reviewing HCI-literature is to provide expert knowledge as a guide to 

creating a usable and appropriate system for testing our hypotheses and also provide 

statistically valid evaluation methods to provide meaningful and valid results.

Design factors.
An important consideration of the design of any system is the appropriate assessment 

of users and their needs. Dix et al. 2004 (p. 197) says “know your users ....So often 

you hear a designer say ‘but it’s so obvious what to do’. It may not be obvious to 

her!” This is a poignant comment for our system as we expect users to come from a 

wide range of ages, backgrounds and levels of artistic knowledge. This comment by 

Dix highlights the fact that we can not design for specific user types but should make 

allowances for all possible different users. This is even more crucial for systems that 

will not require training or prior knowledge and will interact in a ubiquitous manner. 

Dix et al. (2004, p. 181) also quote Marke Weiser a researcher at Xerox PARC, when 

discussing ubiquitous computing (also know as pervasive computing by IBM). Weiser 

observed:  “The  profound  technologies  are  those  that  disappear.  They  weave 

themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” 

This comment attributed to Weiser concerns the design question should we aim our 

system to disappear but appears to be in conflict with traditional HCI views and even 

experts on Digital Art. Bolter and Gromala, (2003 p. 27) for example, contradict the 

idea of total transparency when they say 

“No  interface  can  be  or  should  be  perfectly  transparent,  because  the 

interface will break down at some time, and the user will have to diagnose 

the problem. ...But if we can not also step back and see the interface as a 

technical  creation,  then  we  are  missing  half  of  the  experience  that  new 

digital media can offer.”

These comments are also backed up by Nielsen (2000, p. 73) “The study of HCI and 

usability almost always assumes that transparency should be the goal of all digital 

artefacts.” clearly makes this assumption, for example, in his book on Web design.



Nielsen himself is best known for his design heuristics which include visibility of 

system status and affordance and feedback. 

As early as the 1980’s responsive environments for the display of art were planned. 

Goodman  (1987,  p.134)  quotes  Computer  Scientist  Myron  Krueger’s  attempts  to 

develop a  new art  form in the 1980 which he called “Responsive Environments” 

According  to  his  definition  “A responsive  environment  is  an  environment  where 

human behaviour is perceived by a computer, which interprets what it observes and 

responds  through  intelligent  visual  and  auditory  displays.  Since  many  kinds  of 

displays, including discrete lights, video, computer graphics, and electronic music, are 

amenable to computer control, a rich repertoire of relationships can be established 

between an individual and the environment...”

This sophisticated view of indicates what could be achieved using technology for art 

displays was envisaged over 20 years ago.

More modern texts start  to discuss the possible  context of the interaction such as 

Abowd & Mynatt  (2000,  p.30)  “Ubicomp applications  need  to  be  context-aware, 

adapting  their  behavior  based  on  information  sensed  from  the  physical  and 

computational  environment.  Many  applications  have  leveraged  simple  context, 

primarily location and identity, but numerous challenges remain in creating reusable 

representations of context, and in creating more complex context from sensor fusion 

and activity recognition.”

Context-aware  computing  also  termed  “situational  awareness”  by  Shneiderman 

(1998)  is  not  new and has  been  demonstrated in  many forms where  computation 

devices  provide  services  dependant  on  user  location.  Many  sophisticated  systems 

have been created as reported by Abowd and Mynat (2000) “...where location is a 

common piece of context used in the application. The location is usually determined 

by GPS (car based), hand-held “tour guide” unit or identity button.”

The context is – 

Who: The users who will interact with the system.

What: What interaction is there, how is user input interpreted.

Where: Coupled with other contextual information (such as when)

When: Understanding the relative changes in time for interpreting human activity.



Why: Why the user is doing what they are doing.

These contextual issues of a “situational awareness” system are taken into account 

during the evaluation design process.

Examples of some methods that move away from the traditional viewing of static 

completed objects within the constrains of the physical gallery are demonstrated by 

recent work. 

Methods of  creating  a  ubiquitous  interface  are  many and varied.  Already we are 

surrounded by sensors – some computer connected and some not. Dix et al. (2004, p. 

97) 

“Although we are not always conscious of them, there are many sensors in 

out environment – controlling automatic doors, energy saving lights, etc. 

and devices monitoring our behavior such as security tags in shops.  The 

visions of ubiquitous computers (see chapters 4 and 20) suggest that our 

world will be filled with such devices… 

There are many different sensors available to measure virtually anything: 

temperature,  movement  (ultrasound,  infrared,  etc.),  location (GPS, global 

positioning, in mobile devices) weight (pressure sensors).  In addition audio 

and video information can be analysed to identify individuals  and detect 

what they are doing. This all sounds big brother like, but is also used in 

ordinary applications, such as the washbasin.”

If this familiarity of the public to hidden sensors described by Dix et al (2004) should 

provide some confidence that people coming into contact with a ubiquitous display 

should cope with the interaction.

Later in the same book Dix et al. (2004, p. 185) contrasts the previous focus of the 

user telling the computer what to do to – 



“In  context  aware computing  the  interactions  is  more  implicit.  The 

computer,  or  more  accurately  the  sensor-enhanced environment,  is  using 

heuristics and other semi-intelligent means to predict what would be useful 

for the user…Automatic sensing context is, and will likely always remain, 

an imperfect activity, so it is important that the actions resulting from these 

“intelligent” predictions be made with caution. Context-aware applications 

should follow the principles of appropriate intelligence:

Be  right  as  often  as  possible,  and  useful  when  acting  on  these  correct 

predictions.

Do not cause inordinate problems in the event of an action resulting from a 

wrong prediction.”

This “being right as often as possible” is obviously a compromise position. It does 

provide some justification for our intention, initially at least to provide a ubiquitous 

system  without  providing  clear  instructions  or  guides  on  how  it  operates.  This 

justification is because there is an expectation that the interface will be so simple that 

users will on the whole discover the method of operation of the display.

When discussing the implementation of sensor based systems Dix et al, (2004, p. 656) 

observes that it is likely that sensors are not used solely for their intended purpose. 

“Although there are many research and commercial systems being produced using 

sensors, there are no clear “standard” architectures like the Seeheim model or MVC 

developed for traditional interfaces.” 

There are some features that are common are multiple sensors or data reduction.” 

Indeed we discovered the need for data reduction in our system. 

In their discussion on Ubiquitous computing in Chapter 20 Dix et al, (2004, p728) 

highlight some other factors that are applicable to the design of our system.

“The emphasis on designing for continuously available interaction requires 

addressing these features of informal, daily activities:

They rarely have a clear beginning or end so the design cannot assume a 

common starting point or closure requiring greater flexibility and simplicity.



Interruption  is  expected  as  users  switch  attention  between  competing 

concerns.”

These same concerns are listed and given more detail by Abowd and Mynatt, (2000, 

p. 42) and the areas of particular concern for our system design from this list are 

starting and end point and interruption including temporal allowances. These were 

considered critical factors for interface failure in out prototype system and allowances 

were made for these eventualities within the software implementation of our system. 

Consideration in the software design was to provide for continued operation of the 

system’s flow of the interaction with expected interruptions of the proximity signals.

When we look at the system from a GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods and Selection) 

model viewpoint as discussed by Dix (2004, p. 422) we see that our intentions are 

simple but can be achieved in many ways. The GOMS model will be discussed later 

on for the use in evaluations. A more complex view of systems functionality in a 

ubiquitous environment is discussed by Gay and Hembrooke, (2004) in their book 

concerning “Activity Theory” based on the work of Lev Semenovich Vygotsky and 

others such as Bernard R Gifford and Noel D. Enyedy who have drawn on activity 

theory to develop activity-centred design, which refers to the blurring of boundaries 

and the study of Ubiquitous computing. Context aware computing is discussed where 

computing  devices  recede  further  into  the  background of  everyday  life,  and  how 

researchers and developers are asking new questions about the functionality, usability, 

and relevancy of computers and the context  in which these devices will  be used. 

Importantly for us they ask. “With the advent of ‘aware technologies’, the notion of 

validity  emerges  in  the  form of  a  question:  how can  the  construct  of  context  be 

operationally  defined?”  Context  has  moved  away  from the  desktop  interaction  to 

physical presence in our case and can the “individual interprets these concentric layers 

of context and therefore understands the tool’s intended purpose.” 

These  views  are  interesting  but  are  perhaps  more  appropriate  for  more  complex 

operations than our planned simple display, however the complexity would naturally 

increase should several simple displays be used in unison.

Perhaps more useful to displays of the simplicity we aim for are two (#2 and 3) of the 

four  ubiquitous  design  paradigms  discussed  by  Ndiwalana  et  al,  (2003)  as  being 

consistent with “mainstream HCI thinking” are-



“2: People will be more willing to start using ubiquitous interfaces if they 

perceive them as trustworthy and intuitive.

3: The effort required to understand information conveyed by the ubiquitous 

interfaces inhibits willingness to use.”

These are of particular concern to our design due to the fact that users will not be 

expecting a computer interface and may not be trusting of computers. We will need to 

consider the possible distrust and even difficulty some may have with such a simple 

interface as our planned system and also restricting the amount of information the 

system is attempting to convey.

The possibility raised by Ndiwalana that user of a galley may not expect technology 

raising the question will this cause users to resist the technology?

This  possibility  prompts  us  to  ask  users  this  very  question  in  our  evaluation 

questionnaire,  as  the  software  would  not  be  intended  to  replace  the  Gallery 

environment  but  augment  it.  Gay  and  Hembrooke  (2004)  describe  a  “Loss  of 

Aesthetic Presence” in chapter 3 Creating a Sense of Place, and Museum visitors find 

it  provides  a  experience  that  is  very  personal  in  nature,  they  like  the  feeling  of 

freedom. An experience that combines personal and social elements self determined 

by  the  visitor  themselves.  One  quote  that  describes  exactly  the  response  we  are 

looking for was (Gay and Hembrooke, 2004, chap 3)

“Pam:  I like being able to pan around the room, spot a piece from afar, and 

gradually discover it as I walk towards it.

When asked to describe what they liked best about physical visits to the 

museum, visitors cited the opportunity to physically ‘interact’ with authentic 

work of art and to experience attributes such as scale, brushwork, lighting 

and colour.”

Supplanting  the museum experience  is  not  an appropriate  use of  technology they 

consider technology should supplement rather than replace the experience of viewing 

artwork in person.

These  thoughts  concur  with  our  intended  system  –which  is  designed  to  provide 

additional benefit to patrons by providing an interesting addition to the customary 

displays, not to replace 



One final consideration for designing a display system is to enable the easy updating 

and change of  content  creating a  valuable  reusable  system as described by Maria 

Piacente (Lord & Lord 2004, p. 223). 

“Recycle: Wherever appropriate, consider applications that have worked in 

the  past  or  have  been  used  successfully  by  other  institutions.  Software 

applications that can be re-edited, re-packaged and adapted in creative ways 

that are less expensive than new productions.”

She  also  has  valuable  design  hint  in  the  same  manual  (Lord  & Lord  2004,  The 

Language  of  Multimedia, p.  403)  concerning  limiting  the  use  of  text,  ease  of 

navigation  and  aiming  components  at  people  of  all  levels  of  understanding  and 

education.

The information described by the authors above can be reduced into a few important 

design considerations for our system.

Design Considerations

• Users will be diverse so design for simplicity.

• Design for use without instructions where possible.

• The use and interaction should be immediately apparent even if the method is 

transparent. (ubiquitous)

• Interaction  should  be  appropriate  for  the  context  of  the  gallery.  (Closer 

examination provides more detail)

• Content  of  the  system should  be  appropriate  for  the  context  in  which  the 

display is set or located.

• Design for interruptions of display interaction. (Temporal and inadvertent user 

action)

• Ensure recovery of system interaction is appropriate.

• Ensure system feedback is obviously in response to user action.



Evaluation
“Evaluation is  concerned  with  gathering  data  about  the  usability  of  a  design  or 

product by a specific group of users for a particular activity within a specified group 

of uses or work context.” Preece et al (2002, p. 602)

Dix et al (2004, p. 731) on evaluation challenges for ubicomp says, 

“Formative and summative evaluation of ubicomp systems is difficult and 

represents a real challenge for the ubicomp community. With the notable 

excerption of the work at Xerox PARC…there has been surprisingly little 

research  published  from  an  evaluation  or  end-user  perspective  in  the 

ubicomp  community.  A  number  of  significant  challenges  need  to  be 

addressed  in  order  to  develop  appropriate  assessment  methods  and 

techniques.”

Dix  comments  are  even  more  surprising  when  the  fact  that  there  was  a  lack  of 

material  “published  from  an  evaluation  or  end-user  perspective  in  the  ubicomp 

community.” was noted by Abowd and Mynatt (2000) four years earlier.

Looking through the literature for evaluations initially the GOMS model to usability 

evaluations  appears  to  provide  a  suitable  answer  to  our  problem as  it  requires  a 

working system for testing and follows engineering principles for testing, based on 

the task required. 

The  acronym  GOMS  was  first  proposed  by  Card,  Moran  and  Newall  as  Goals, 

Operators, Methods, and Selection Rules and outlined in Abowd and Mynatt (2000).

“Briefly a GOMS model consists of descriptions of the methods needed to 

accomplish specified Goals. The Methods are a series of steps consisting of 

Operators that the user performs. A Method may call for sub-goals to be 

accomplished...if there is more than one method then Selection Rules choose 

the appropriate method depending on the context.”

Our task is simple so would appear to be easily tested. While it can be used for both 

high level and low level goals we have the problem, however that the user at the time 

of interaction does not know there is a task to perform. We could use this method of 

analysis if we instructed the user in the Goal of the system prior to exposure. It is not 

our initial intention to do this, however should we decide this is needed at a later time 

we will reconsider GOMS methodology.



According to Bolter and Gromala (2003, p. 74) 

“Usability testing is meant to uncover those aspects  of the interface that 

confuse, frustrate, or otherwise fail the users. Traditional usability testing 

looks for the limits of transparency. It reveals those moments when users 

must  think  about,  and  occupy  herself  with,  the  interface.  To  usability 

experts, such moments always indicate mistakes in design. But they can also 

be  moments  of  revelation,  when  the  user  comes  to  understand  her 

relationship to the interface.”

The  appropriate  data  collection  methods  discussed  in  HCI  and  general  research 

literature would appear to indicate that our system will cross the boundaries of the 

“Phenomenological study”  and  “Case study”  methods  described  by  Leedy  and 

Ormrod (2005, pages 139 and 135) that require questionnaire and observation. If any 

unusual behaviour observed interview questions to clarify that behaviour.

“A phenomenological study is a study that attempts to understand people’s 

perceptions, perspectives, and understandings of a particular situation...

In a case study, a particular individual, program, or event is studied in depth 

for a period of time...”

These survey/questionnaires are a form of  acceptance testing and require specific 

questions  “Rather  than  the  vague  and  misleading  criterion  of  ‘user 

friendly’”(Shneiderman: 1998) Questions sets will be need to be used that correctly 

identify the factors that support/refute our hypothesis and take into account the test 

design considerations (detailed below) that are not usual in interface testing.

Multiple series of tests may be required to complete the research goals.

Exploratory study (Pilot study) in a controlled environment would occur first. The 

initial testing sometimes termed formative evaluation (Preece et al, 2002, p. 323) is to 

determine if  the system created is suitable for use as it  is or if it  requires further 

development before meaningful results can be achieved. If refinement is required it 

will be carried out and then a second exploratory test (or summative evaluation) will 

be  used  to  determine  if  the  shortcomings  discovered  in  the  first  test  have  been 

rectified.



Confirmatory  study  could  then  be  carried  out  once  the  system itself  is  proven 

satisfactory. The aim of this test series is to gather suitable data that can be analysed 

to determine if the hypothesis is supportable.  Testing will shift  its focus from the 

system itself to the user interaction with it.

Due  to  the  subjective  nature  of  the  questions  required  to  obtain  users  opinions 

questionnaires  should  be  based  on  Likert  Scales.  Likert  scales  are  most  common 

which  Preece  et  al  (2002)  describes  as  common  for  measuring  user  satisfaction, 

opinions and beliefs. There should also be the opportunity for users to include their 

own comments prior to any interaction from an interviewer, to prevent interviewer 

bias.

This is in keeping with most HCI literature such as Brooke (undated) “The technique 

used for selecting items for a Likert scales is to identify examples of things which 

lead to extreme expressions of attitude being captured.”

Design considerations for questionnaires are discussed by Dix et al, (2004) p351:

“Questionnaire
Consider the following questions in designing the questionnaire:
• What information is required?
• How is the questionnaire to be analyzed?
You are particularly interested in user preferences so questions should focus on 
different aspects of the systems and try to measure levels of satisfaction....use of 
scales...

Part I: Repeat for each system

Indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements. (1 indicates 
complete agreement and 5 complete disagreement)
The system tells me what to do at every point.
Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree...
...........

Part II: Comparing both systems:
Which system (choose I) was most:
Helpful to use A B
Efficient to use A B
Enjoyable to use A B”

In his paper Kirakowski (1994) describes the “CUSI (Computer Users Satisfaction 

Indicator is a short questionnaire of 22 items to establish two scales of usability 

Affect – the degree to which users like the computer system



Competence- the degree to which users feel supported by the computer system.

These points will be taken into consideration during questionnaire design. He also 

quotes Marc Chignell “questionnaires are probably the most frequently used method 

of  summative  evaluation  of  user  interfaces.  However,  questionnaires  provide  a 

subjective evaluation of interfaces which is often greatly influenced by the type of 

questions asked and the way in which the questions are phrased. Chignell (1990)”

One text  that does provide some guidelines for evaluations specific to a  Museum 

context is Gay and Hembrooke (2004, p. 72) 

“Lets hear it from our users: design and evaluation.

To reiterate, every element in the design should express to the users how the 

system  works,  without  the  poor  souls  having  to  read  lines  of  text 

instructions.  Try  to  make  the  usability  obvious  using  visual  clues,  by 

choosing exactly the right words and labels and placing them in exactly the 

right positions, and by carefully selecting typefaces and fonts. Remember 

neither you nor the design company know best: the users do. Ask them.

Formative evaluation

To evaluate this, a working prototype of the system needs to be produced 

that includes examples of all or most of its functioning parts. Second, there 

is the content and nature of the system. Here, observations would be made 

of  whether  or  not  users  of  the  designated  category  (e.g.  school  -aged 

children,  researchers)  enjoy  using  the  system,  and  whether,  when 

interviewed afterwards,  they  described  their  perception  of  the  system in 

terms that correspond to the objectives that were set for it.”

These points will be considered during question design in particular the categorisation 

of system users.

Continuing our quote of Gay and Hembrooke (2004, p. 74) –

“Summative evaluation

Contribution to gallery content

Does  the  availability  of  the  production  make  users  more  likely  to  visit 

again?



How does it list of what they enjoyed about the gallery?

How long did they spend using it (compared to showcases or other gallery 

contents)?

Would they enjoy the gallery less if it were not there?

Planning future productions; market research, perhaps for repurposing

Is a different type of person from the target audience even more satisfied 

with it?

Whom do users think would like the system?

Can they suggest improvements?

If it were available to purchase would they buy it?”

These questions provide a valuable insight into the requirements for suitability of 

display systems from the gallery point of view and will be considered in evaluation 

questionnaire design and in the system design itself.

What to evaluate
Dey (2001) from Intel research states “One important evaluation metric that applies to 

both standard applications and ubicomp systems is that of predictability.” A system is 

predictable if the user can determine what effect or impact of a future input/action 

would be.  This is  of great  importance in  ubicomp systems where there is  greater 

potential for unpredictability, as seen by the user. This predictability is one of the 

factors we will test.

Error Tolerance and Satisfaction are key evaluation factors in the evaluation standard 

ISO9241  (1997,  Ergonomic  requirements  for  office  work  with  visual  display 

terminals ISO9241) and the transparency of systems is considered a major factor to 

evaluate by Burnett and Rainsford (2001) and backed up by Bolter (2003, p. 74) 



“Usability testing is meant to uncover those aspects  of the interface that 

confuse, frustrate, or otherwise fail the users. Traditional usability testing 

looks for the limits of transparency. It reveals those moments when users 

must  think  about,  and  occupy  herself  with,  the  interface.  To  usability 

experts, such moments always indicate mistakes in design. But they can also 

be  moments  of  revelation,  when  the  user  comes  to  understand  her 

relationship to the interface.”

Error tolerance is expected to be critical to our research as the exposure to the system 

will be short lived and it is possible that if the users need to consider the interface then 

the use of ubiquitous systems is not natural as predicted in the hypothesis.

Evaluation Design
Unfortunately there was no pre -prepared evaluation we could simply apply to our 

system.  So  HCI  research  would  be  use  to  guide  creation  of  our  own evaluation 

instruments and design. 

Likert scales which Preece et al, (2002, p. 401) described are common for measuring 

user satisfaction, opinion and beliefs. Dix et al, (2004, p. 351): give an example set of 

questions but not sufficiently close to what we needed.

These survey/questionnaires are a form of  acceptance testing and require specific 

questions  “Rather  than  the  vague  and  misleading  criterion  of  ‘user  friendly’” 

Shneiderman (1998, p. 351). 

We  will  require  questions  sets  will  need  to  correctly  identify  the  factors  that 

support/refute our hypothesis and take into account the test design considerations that 

are not usual in interface testing due to the transparency of the interface. An ideal set 

of questions was not uncovered during this literature review process meaning we will 

be required to use the guidelines provided by the HCI literature in building our own 

set of evaluation questions. During design of questions consideration will be given to 

the Privacy Act1 and University ethics. (Otago University Ethics Committee 2005) 

regarding the privacy of individuals and ethical behaviour of the researchers.

The literature did indicate, particularly the reference by Leedy and Ormrod (2005) 

that a questionnaire alone was not sufficient to answer our research questions.

1 The Privacy Act 1993; The Privacy Amendment Act 1993; The Privacy Amendment Act 1994



Without evidence of similar  studies being carried out using just  a questionnaire it 

would  appear  that  a  combination  of  questionnaire  and  observation  and  interview 

techniques is more appropriate.

Due  to  the  unexplained  nature  of  the  interactive  interface  there  may  be  cases  of 

unanticipated  user  difficulty.  Problems that  that  are  observed  should  be  recorded 

according to Dumas et al, (1993, p. 292) and noted on a Problem List. “Record the 

problem  –  its  frequency.  Observe  behaviours  and  try  to  interpret  the  scope  and 

severity of the problems.” 

Ndiwalanda  et  al, (2003,  Section  2)  say  “A  common  approach  in  ubiquitous 

computing research is to build and deploy working systems and then observe them in 

use to generate ideas for iterative deployment. This has produced numerous insights 

on how the systems could be improved, as well as their affects on users and social 

interactions.”  While  it  appears  obviously  to  be  a  common  method  few  actually 

reported instances of this method can be found in literature. 

For the interview questions after observation of interaction Preece et al (2002, p. 628) 

describes  the  different  types  of  Interviews  as  either  structured,  flexible  or  semi- 

structured. The more structured an interview is the easier it is on the interviewer. “In 

HCI research, flexible interviews have been used predominantly to determine users’ 

understanding of interfaces.”

Due to the limited nature of our interface there are only a small number of possible 

problems we would expect, so uniform questions could be prepared for uniformity 

and follow a semi-structured interview style. The respondents will therefore know a 

test  is  being  carried  out  but  not  be  informed  what  is  being  tested  or  be  given 

information  about  how the  system works.  It  was  originally  hoped that  controlled 

environment testing is will be sufficient for our purposes however Preece et al, (2002, 

p.356) describe the need for naturalistic observation where ecological validity may be 

required,  controlled  laboratory  environments  may  influences  results.  Naturalistic 

observation  would  require  the  system  to  be  set  up  in  a  public  environment  and 

observing the actions of users in the natural context of viewing displays. This will be 

considered for location of the test system.

One difficulty in evaluating ubiquitous systems is the lack of affordance/feedback and 

the affect this may have on users. There are no obvious clues as to how to interact 



with the system. There are no buttons or visible controls. Affordances as described by 

Norman  (1999)  are  of  two  types:  “perceived  and  real”.  No  real  affordances  are 

provided  with  the  system.  Physical  affordances  are  obvious  that  do  not  require 

learning and it  is  hoped that the obvious reaction when coming across something 

interesting is to step closer to enhance visual perception. This natural action will need 

to be confirmed through observation as questionnaires will not provide enough insight 

into user reactions. 

Once sufficient data has been obtained from survey and observation the next question 

required from the literature  review is  the method of  evaluation through statistical 

analysis.

Statistical  evaluation was  carried  out  to  determine  the  accuracy  of  the  results. 

Attempts were made to identify patterns and see if similar clusters of independent 

variables  such  as  age  and  gender  create  a  meaningful  group  called  “Stratified” 

samples as described by Nemeth (2004, p. 302) and allow comparisons between these 

groups  and  the  overall  population.  Analysis  was  carried  out  using  the  statistical 

analysis program SPSS.

Kirawalski (1994) describes a standard method of statistical evaluation. Analysis of 

data is used to generate an expected pattern of response for each item. The expected 

pattern of response is then compared with the actual obtained pattern, the observed 

and the expected patterns are then compared using a statistic distribution. 

The level of significance is tested to see if results for the sample data are sufficient to 

support the hypotheses using a  t score or p-value as described by Harraway (1997, 

chap. 12) concerning hypothesis testing. Testing is used to determine if the dependant 

variable data is determined by categorising groups through the independent variables.

HCI Literature Section Summary
The results of the HCI literature review section provided us with a set of guidelines in 

the form of design considerations to be used to guide the design and development of 

the system and its interaction with users. 

The conflict between the two schools of thought concerning the idea of ubiquitous 

interfaces  and  transparency  of  the  system  and  the  possible  breakdowns  of 

communication between the user and the system that may occur as a result of this 

transparency has provided some interest to us. The proposed test system can perhaps 



test  some of  these  possible  problems and provide insight  into  trade  offs  between 

obvious communication and transparency between the system and user.

HCI  literature  also  provided  us  with  a  guide  to  evaluation  methods  and  analysis 

techniques and statistical methods to determine the validity of results. Unfortunately 

no previously validated test methods came to light that could be directly applied to the 

current situation however some guidelines have been discovered in answer to the two 

critical questions of what factors to evaluate and what methods are available to carry 

out those evaluations. Finally there is some information on how to analyse the data 

from these tests to gain quantifiable results in the form of statistical analysis of the 

results gained.



Journals and guides specific to art gallery displays

Journals or articles specific to art gallery or museum displays and studies or guides for 

such display.

Art Gallery guidelines were required for three reasons. 

1. so we could ensure our system was acceptable for use inside a gallery for 

evaluating our questions and

2. so we could include questions that the gallery already ask for comparisons to 

give us some validity in the tests and 

3. it would be more valuable for them to use as a comparison of their own data.

To gather this information we ask the following questions to guide this section of the 

literature review.

• What guides galleries use to create displays?

• What specific guidelines relating to digital displays?

• What existing evaluations are carried out by the gallery?

• What guides does the gallery use to create displays specific relating to digital 

displays?

• What existing evaluations are carried out by the gallery?

Important side issue. “Digital Art” or digital display of “Art”?
Whilst engaged in this section of the literature review we uncovered an unexpected 

but possibly important side issue being the distinction of “Art”. We discovered plenty 

of references to digital art in books, journals and the internet. Here there are two types 

– that are sometimes difficult to differentiate or overlap.  The distinction concerning 

“Digital Art” made here by Paul (2003) describes a distinction between (1) work that 

uses technology as a tool to produce traditional forms of art, and (2) work that uses 

digital technology to create new types of art. We are not creating digital art – we are 

using digital technology to display art.

This is where the Information Science terminology may conflict with the art world. 

Instead of being either of the two art types described above our intention was to create 



a  display for  testing.  It  is  expected that  the intentions  of  the  test  display will  be 

obvious and is unlikely to be confused with the artistic viewpoint that “sometimes 

simply  displaying  existing  art  in  a  new  way  can  in  itself  be  considered  art”  as 

commented  by  Genevieve  Webb2 the  Registrar  Dunedin  Public  Art  Gallery.  This 

verbal description of the interpretation of digital art displays was backed up by Bolter 

and Gromala (2003, p. 88) in their discussion concerning Remediation. Remediation 

is  the  making  of  new media  forms  out  of  older  ones.  “Remediations  are  always 

provisional. Because remediation, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder, the task of 

the designer is to convince the user of the value of each remediating design”. Later in 

the same text they go on to say “But the borrowing of older media forms always has a 

double sense: it both honours the older forms and challenges them. The borrowing 

helps explain the new technology to the users”. This poignant comment was noted by 

the researchers and reinforced the choice of using well known content for the test 

system and was probably also considered by Bimber et  al  (2005) where they say 

“Pictorial artwork, such as these examples, can tell interesting stories. The capabilities 

of museums to communicate this and other information however are clearly limited. 

Text  legends  and  audio  guides  can  mediate  facts,  but  offer  little  potential  for 

presenting visual content such as embedded illustrations,  pictures, animations, and 

interactive elements.” (Gromala. 2003, p. 93)

This blurring of distinction between art and display technology is noted by Walker, 

(2003) 

“At the Interactive Telecommunications Program at New York University, 

we  were  taught  to  maintain  a  sceptical  view  of  all  this  and  to  remain 

grounded in  the  real  world  with  something  called  physical  computing  – 

using  computers  to  augment  real  environments  and  facilitate  human 

interactions. It’s essentially art with electronics, and considering the tools 

available to artists today, Buckminster Fuller was right in his belief that as 

technology advances, art begins to resemble science.”

These are akin to what Umberto Eco calls “visual icebergs”- minimal points 

of information on the surface, hinting at a wealth of data below.

Later still in  Paul (2003,  p. 147)  the term interaction is also put into the context of 

digital art where “Digital art is about performance, which is perhaps an even better 
2 Personal Comment, June 2005



word than interaction to describe the significance of the digital design in general. As 

users, we enter into a performative relationship with the digital design: we perform 

the design, as we would a musical instrument.”

Digital media guidelines for Museums and Art Galleries.
Art Galleries

While it is easy to find guides concerning the use of advanced media in Museums in 

such as The Manual of Museum Exhibitions (Lord & Lord, 2002), unfortunately art 

galleries like the Dunedin Public Art Gallery and in general don’t have a guide as 

such,  and  in  the  whole  do  not  do  patron  evaluations  as  either3 but  rely  on  staff 

expertise and public reviews – the only figures they do have is visitor numbers. This 

is a real  problem for us to prove validity of our results  in a specific Art  Gallery 

context. However it does prove that any information we can get will be of interest to 

the  Gallery,  however  we  would  need  to  rely  on  HCI  methods  instead  as  far  as 

evaluations are concerned. 

Museums

There are many useful references concerning use of multimedia in a Museum context. 

The value of digital displays to museums has been noted by many for example by 

Maria Piacente in Multimedia:Enhancing the Experience from Gallery facilities and 

Equipment  (Lord  &  Lord,  2002,  p.  223)  “Exhibitions  are  primarily  about 

communication  –  communicating  aesthetic  experiences,  ideas  or  concepts  to 

audiences with different learning styles and levels of interest.  Multimedia offers a 

whole new range of communication choices that help museum professionals reach out 

to visitors.” 

Also  because  of  the  difficult  economic  situation,  edutainment  is  becoming  an 

important  factor  for  museums.  By  applying  new  media  technologies  –  such  as 

computer  graphics,  virtual  reality,  and  augmented  reality  –  exhibit-oriented 

information might be communicated more effectively, but certainly in a more exciting 

way.

One extremely valuable text concerning digital collections in museums was Keene 

(1998) where she outlines a possible reaction by Museum staff for and against the 

3 Genivive Webb. Verbal discussion 2005.



introduction of digital media that was not anticipated by this researcher and could 

result in reluctance to install such systems. 

“Opportunities and Threats.  Knowledge bases can be permanently stored 

and added to, and from them information can be reassembled and retrieved 

in ever more sophisticated ways. This could once have been a rather odd 

description of the mind of a scholarly and knowledgeable curator. By using 

computers to capture what we know, do we risk making people dispensable? 

Are computerised knowledge bases used instead of,  or  as well  as  expert 

people? Exhibiting objects is a highly controlled and controllable activity. If 

anyone  can  access  a  database,  perhaps  through  highly  interpreted  and 

interactive screens created “on the fly” according to the users interests, then 

what happens to the gatekeepers: who owns the information?”

This created two problems for us that may affect general release of a similar system 

but should not affect our testing.

Firstly  the  idea  that  these  systems  may  be  intended  to  supplant  regular  displays 

instead of supplementing them.

Secondly  that  there  may  be  resistance  to  the  installation  of  digital  systems  from 

curators. 

Keene follows this line of topic later with 

“Winners and Losers. This will not the first radical change that museums 

have  successfully  survived.  Museums  rapidly  began  to  understand  the 

opportunities and requirements of success in the leisure economy. In some 

countries,  they  have  already  changed  themselves  into  an  important 

component of the tourist and travel market.” (Keene, 1998, p.6)

This is perhaps an argument to annul some of the resistance she mentions previously. 

She also mentions the cost effectiveness in the discussion on Narrowcasting (p. 12) 

“Previously  narrowcasting  in  a  museum context  has  been  expensive  and  difficult 

because staff  would be required to  devote time to  a small  number  of visitors  for 

example through lecture, etc. “Electronic products can be created relatively cheaply, 

and because potential users around the world can be reached, it is cost effective to aim 

them at minority users.” Here we see that our system can be promoted to galleries 



with  a  double  advantage  that  it  can  (a).  Display  the  same  content  in  different 

locations, or (b). display different content in the same location.

Design issues from museum journals
Recent  literature  from  museum  journals  and  related  lectures  indicates  museum 

expectations for the design and value to visitors required by digital display. Sometime 

these expectations appear to conflict. For example McCuaig in his lecture Trends and 

Directions in Exhibition and Museum (1998) concerning UK’s national museum and 

the planned Digital Imaging gallery. 

“We are working with the museum on the design of the gallery and have 

deliberately avoided using computer  screen-based exhibition media for  a 

number of reasons.  Firstly,  the ‘artefact’  itself  is computer-  based which 

could result in a gallery that is simply a room full of computers! Second, we 

want to create a gallery that is a social space in which visitors can interact 

with one another as well as the technology. Thirdly, we want to challenge 

visitors’ existing perceptions so need to create an environment they won’t 

expect.”

This viewpoint may at first seem to disagree with other views expressed in the same 

journal where Appelbaum (1998) states, 

“One of our challenges is that museum designers must face how to slow 

people down as they make their way through an exhibit, how to make them 

stop and look and listen and reflect.  And later,  to  share what  they have 

learned. To really grab people’s attention, we try to create environments that 

are really engaging and the story can be told using any number of medial 

tools:  video,  still  photographs,  artefacts,  documents,  manuscripts,  texts, 

works of art, music, oral histories....Artefacts and media are organised so 

that visitors can analyze the stories and the information for themselves.”

Once again we will  quote Gay and Hembrooke (2004)  “Supplanting the museum 

experience is not an appropriate use of technology...although they were talking about 

an audio technology they consider technology should supplement rather than replace 

the  experience  of  viewing  artwork  in  person.”  They  also  have  an  interesting 

observation about electronic exhibitions on page 31. 



“Observation of  the  Micro gallery,  National  Gallery London.  One might 

suppose  that  screens  in  galleries  are  essentially  one-to-one,  but  in  fact 

visitors can often be seen clustering around them and discussing the screen 

content, especially if it is interactive. Various studies have found not only 

that electronic exhibits are popular with visitors, but that visitors stay longer 

in  a  gallery  and  remember  better  when  screen-based  information  is 

available. What powerful medicine!”

Unfortunately Guy and Hembrooke do not reference these various studies but this 

backs up observations made by Hauber (2005) that exhibits are not only appreciated 

by the person who is interacting with the system but also those other people around at 

the time and is pertinent to our proposed system which will be in the general view of 

others not directly involved in interacting with it.

Gallery-Specific Literature Section Summary
This  section  has  provided  several  issues  or  concerns.  Firstly  that  the  evaluation 

system created for the purposes of gathering information could itself be considered an 

artwork and not a simple display system created for research purposes. Secondly that 

the introduction of digital displays into an environment may depend as much on the 

gallery staff who make the decisions on displays as the actual suitability and usability 

of the display. There is the possibility of accidental or intentional disempowering of 

museum staff and the affect this may have on introduction of such displays. Thirdly 

that gallery’s expect such systems to grab attention and interest of the public. Finally 

that  they  also  expect  such  systems  to  be  re-usable.  These  are  important  design 

considerations  if  the  evaluation  system  is  intended  to  provide  information  for 

functional display systems not just for one prepared for this study as a data gathering 

system.



Research Design

Display system
To answer our hypotheses requires providing a suitable interactive system that reacts 

to users in a ubiquitous manner, so user opinions and reactions can be tested and 

analysed.  The  system  created  for  evaluation  was  limited  to  a  small  test  version 

suitable to research the abilities such systems have for improving the experience of an 

exhibit viewer. 

System  Software/Hardware: The  intention  was  to  build  a  straightforward  and 

inexpensive system robust  enough for  evaluations  purposes  but  not  necessarily  to 

commercial software standards. A single working example that could be relocated to 

appropriate  locations  for  the  purposes  of  testing  and  evaluation  built  within  the 

confines of available technology and equipment readily available. The system, where 

possible,  was  built  upon  existing  software  components  and  the  building  involved 

formative evaluations4 to determine what components were suitable and guided the 

final design considerations.

System Content: The artistic content of the system was limited to a small number of 

examples.  Due  to  copyright  issues  the  content  was  restricted  to  images  that 

permission  could  be  obtained  for  use  or  those  in  the  public  domain  or  created 

specifically for this research. Due to art appreciation being subjective, display content 

was  carefully  selected  with  two  or  more  versions  of  content  being  required  to 

determine the user reaction is due to the interface rather than the specific content 

displayed by the system. Sample content for the pilot system was already available for 

testing through the generosity of Joerg Hauber and the use of the Morpha Lisa avi 

(movie) files. Further content was assembled after taking on the advice from Dunedin 

Public art gallery staff to show suitability for displaying restoration work at a later 

time. 

System Design: The implemented system was a hybrid taken from the ideas provided 

by the interface created by the Bauhaus University (Bimber et al; 2005) discussed in 

the literature review section where additional images were projected directly onto the 

canvas of the pictorial work providing multiple images in the one display frame. The 

4 Formative evaluations described by Preece et al (2002) are done during design to ensure the product 
meets requirements. Summative evaluation checks the success of the finished product. 



user had no direct control over the display. Contrasting this system was that produced 

by  Joerg  Hauber  where  augmented  reality  objects  were  overlaid  over  real  world 

objects  viewed  through  a  head  mounted  display  to  provide  a  dynamic  display 

dependant on motion and position of the user. The camera within the head mounted 

display  provided  the  wearer  with  a  view of  the  real  world,  while  also  supplying 

information concerning the wearer’s position in relation to the display. The display 

used  the  information  from the  camera  to  react  accordingly.  In  this  example5,  the 

wearer  approached  a  blank  picture  frame.  Initially  the  painting  content  supplied 

through the HMD was that of a famous painting. As the viewer approached the frame 

the painting would morph into a self portrait of the artist. 

In many circumstances it would not be reasonable to expect the viewer to wear such a 

device to control the dynamic content of a display. Ideally the user could have an 

experience a  similar  to the MorphaLisa but  without  the wearable  component  in a 

move to a more ubiquitous computing experience. These two examples inspired the 

creation of the display that would show multiple images to the viewer on the one 

screen or panel while reacting to the user but without the user wearing any hardware.

Evaluation System.
The  basis  for  the  evaluation  was  a  combination  of  the  previously  described 

examples.–

The  Bauhaus  system  for  the  projected  multiple,  combined  with  the  MorphaLisa 

project providing the user with interactive proximity activated content. The evaluation 

system  created  provides  a  similar  interactive  dynamic  display  to  that  created  by 

Hauber but without the need for the user wearing a HMD unit or other device. 

A simple web camera is attached to the wall close to and above the display (Figure 1) 

and is used to determine user location and alter the display, giving a similar viewpoint 

as the augmented reality HMD user. The location of the user is determined through 

the  use  of  face  recognition  software  from  OpenCV6 that  looks  for  patterns  to 

determine the location of a face within the view of a web camera. Since the camera is 

put above the content screen facing downward at a sufficient angle, the position of the 

face can provide information as to the proximity of the viewer. During initial testing 

5 MorphaLisa Project, by Hauber (unpublished at this time).
6  Available from  http://sourceforge.net/index.php



Figure 2: Face recognition results screen.

OpenCV could detect some faces at a 45° angle and display the face location on a 

“results” image screen. 

Figure 1: The viewer’s approach location detection.

Due to the camera pointing down at approximately 45°, users would enter the camera 

screen area from the top and move towards the lower part of the screen as they close 

on the display. (Figure 2) This information is then used to alter the content of the 

display as in the MorphaLisa project.  Many problems had to be solved to get the 

system working such as –

• Passing the location information between the capture and display software.

• Multiple targets possibly acquired by the face recognition software.

• Allowance  for  height 

variations  especially  where 

children may be involved.

The  software  was  written  in 

C++.NET. The Morpha Lisa solution 

was  used  as  the  basis  for  the 



software and the face recognition project was imported into the same solution file. 

The face recognition software detects a face and draws a locating square around the 

face in the “results” window. The face recognition result is sent to the result screen as 

a rectangle using dimensions of 180o vertical and 360o horizontal to draw the result 

from the corner points. We used these points to trigger the display and restrict the 

reaction area to  allow for  height  variations  and also prevent  faces  other  than  the 

central  person  creating  a  reaction in  the  system.  When a  person walks  up  to  the 

display it will show the default initial screen image. (Image #0) The face detection 

passes the location to the Morphing display. The face is ignored until it reaches 20o at 

which point the second frame of the movie (.avi) file is called to display. Depending 

on the gearing as the face moves down the results screen (gets closer) the images are 

called up one after the other (0 – 50) giving a seamless transition. (Figure 3) When the 

face stops moving the display image shown stops at that frame. As the face retreats 

the image files are called in reverse order giving a rewind back to the start effect. If 

the  face  detection  is  lost  part  way  through  the  process  the  system counts  down 

(currently 4 seconds) before resetting to the default screen. This is to enable the face 

to  be  recaptured  in  case of  temporary  loss.  The  face  detection can be  lost  under 

several  circumstances,  such as looking away from the camera,  tilting the head or 

placing a hand or object over and obscuring part of the face. The system resets if the 

loss is permanent in preparation for the next viewer.

   
Figure 3: Screen image transforms based on proximity.

The  changing  view of  the  painting  is  provided  on  a  screen,  which  in  a  Gallery 

situation could perhaps for effect, be mounted inside a picture frame, or alternatively 

a projector could be used to project onto bare wall. It was considered that a screen or 

frame will create a focal point for users to home in on allowing the face recognition 

software to view the users face front on. The type of content for such a display can 



vary depending on gallery needs. One very applicable example of content was used by 

the Bauhaus University (Bimber et al,  2005)where the layers of a painting done by 

one of Rembrandt’s pupils are shown being stripped off to reveal a self portrait by the 

master underneath.(BBC News) A set of images used to demonstrate to the Dunedin 

Public art gallery Registrar and conservator showing the possible use of the display 

for showing the restoration process of pictures such as the upcoming restoration of a 

Van Gogh painting was prepared and presented in the display.

The  evaluation  system  created  could  have  many  potential  uses  in  Galleries  and 

Museums for education or possibly commercial  displays. It  should be suitable for 

testing user satisfaction so long as appropriate methods for such measurement can 

been determined. Due to the transparency and simplicity of operation,  the display 

should be ideal for evaluating of ubiquitous systems for usability, since the intention 

is that no instruction should be needed for discovery of its operation. 

Assumptions and implications.

Some assumptions have been made for the purpose of limiting this research to the 

specific issues of interest, and are outlined here.

• random selection of the respondents taken from any population of the general 

public  for  the  experiments  will  be  considered  to  reflect  the  usual  target 

demographic for such study. No special selection techniques will be taken. 

• the analysis of user reactions to one test system can be generalised provided 

statistical error analysis is acceptable. It is expected that questions concerning 

the  display  of  art  are  subjective  and  some widely  polarised  responses  are 

anticipated.

• the results provided by the evaluations carried out in this study will indicate to 

interested parties such as art gallery management the probable patron reactions 

to full implementations of a similar interactive system within a similar context. 

These assumptions are made due to the wide range of patrons that would visit an art 

gallery  during  regular  exhibits  and  are  not  concerned  with  results  that  could  be 

skewed, with for example a special gallery display attracting a specific segment of the 

art  going  world.  The  implication  is  that  galleries  will  not  always  have  patrons 

consisting of non specific viewing characteristics.



Research methods

Research design overview
Plan: Plan the research based on the Hypotheses.

Literature  Review:  Detailed  study  of  literature  encompassing  relevant  technical 

Information  Science  based,  Human-computer  interaction  and  Journals  or  articles 

specific to art gallery or museum displays.

Create test system: Build the system, carry out formative evaluations7 to determine 

suitability and prepare the research evaluation system.

Determine Content:  Assembled content after  taking on the advice from Dunedin 

Public art gallery staff for suitability. 

Run  the  system  in  appropriate  environments:  Set  up  in  a  suitable  controlled 

environment for testing the working of the system and suitability of the evaluation 

instruments.  Set  up  and  run  in  a  public  environment  to  enable  sufficient  data 

collection and provide some external validity of results. 

Gather  Data: Data  will  be  gathered  from  testing,  the  methods  will  include 

observation, survey and interviews of system users. 

Analyse data: Analysis to determine the results using the research data collected.

Report research findings: A full report will be prepared covering all steps including 

the findings and any conclusion as a result of the research.

Data Collection

Data collection will focus on answering the following questions originally stated.

• To determine if artwork that reacts to the proximity of the viewer are useful 

and/or suitable for enhancing the experience of a gallery patron

• To determine if such interfaces are so obvious and natural to the user that no 

explanation  in  the  use  is  required  and  that  users  do  not  make  errors  in 

interpreting the interface response

7 Formative evaluations described by Preece et al (2002) are done during design to ensure the product 
meets requirements. Summative evaluation checks the success of the finished product. 



Methods of data collection were -

1. Observation of the users

2. Questionnaire completed by the user

3. Interview of user about observed problems or behaviour.

It was considered probable that any one method alone would not give sufficient data 

as previously discussed in the literature review section.

Two  possible  limitations  were  identified  for  the  data  sampling  and  remedies  are 

proposed -

Bias: Bias  may  be  considered  a  problem where  the  designer  of  the  system and 

hypothesis  is  also  the  prime tester.  Removal  of  bias  will  be  managed by  strictly 

structuring  surveys  and questionnaires  to  prevent  even  an  unintentional  bias.  The 

recognised difficulty here is  the preconceived ideas of the interviewer influencing 

what the participant says or what the interviewer ‘hears’. It is also possible that the 

people taking part in the research may wish to provide favourable outcomes for the 

researcher and be less critical of the system. This has been considered possible so at 

the test site a sign asking for participants in the research stated “Please note that the  

student project is not being rated on positive responses. Negative responses are just  

as valuable to our study.”

Reliability: Reliability of the data collected due to the use of previously unproven test 

instruments. Questions should be satisfy reliability concerns due to consistency in the 

questions asked in the questionnaire, and any obvious anomalies in answers can be 

clarified  at  the  time  by  the  test  controller  after  collection  of  the  completed 

questionnaire and recorded on the observation sheet. 

Note: While the use of video is common in case scenario research methods and a 

camera is an integral part of the system it will not be considered for use during this 

study due to possible ethical or privacy issues. Consideration will  be given to the 

Privacy Act8 and University ethics. (Otago University Ethics Committee 2005)

Questions sets will be used that correctly identify the factors that support/refute our 

hypothesis and take into account the test instrument design considerations (detailed 

later) that are not usual in interface testing.

8 The Privacy Act 1993; The Privacy Amendment Act 1993; The Privacy Amendment Act 1994



Two series of tests were required to test the system then complete the research goals.

Exploratory study (Pilot study) was carried out in a controlled environment at the 

Information  Science  MSRL  lab.  The  initial  testing,  sometimes  termed  formative 

evaluation (Preece et al, 2002, p. 323) was to determine if the system created was 

suitable  for  use  as  at  completion  or  if  further  development  was  required  before 

meaningful  results  could be achieved. If  refinement of the system was required it 

would be carried out and then a second exploratory test (or Confirmatory evaluation) 

would be used to determine if the shortcomings discovered in the first test had been 

rectified, however this was not needed. The respondents knew a test was being carried 

out but were not be informed as to what was being tested or given information about 

how the system worked. The initial testing did uncover some problems with the initial 

version of the questionnaire and backed up the view from the literature review that 

observation records would also be required. Early tests also made obvious the need 

for observation records, due to the unexplained nature of the interactive interface it 

was determined that there may be cases of unanticipated user difficulty. These would 

be  recorded  and  clarified  by  the  observer  after  the  respondent  had  finished  the 

questionnaire.

Proving  the  validity  of  the  test  and  results  is  difficult  due  to  the  lack  of  similar 

“situational aware” systems being tested and evaluated. For this reason we initially 

performed a two way evaluation using the same art displayed in two different ways. 

Firstly  the  artwork  viewed  using  the  system created  by  Hauber  using  HMD and 

augmented  reality.  Secondly  the  artwork  displayed  using  the  ubiquitous  interface 

system created specifically for this research. The choice of which to view first was 

determined by the toss of a coin.

As with the exploratory study the respondents were aware a test is being carried out 

but were not be informed as to what was being tested or be given information about 

how the system worked. Controlled environment would have been easier to control 

and  record  results  but  for  reasons  of  validity  it  was  anticipated  that  it  would  be 

insufficient and naturalistic observation would be required.

Naturalistic study  was then carried out;  the aim of this  test  series was to gather 

suitable  data  that  can  be  analysed  to  determine  if  the  hypotheses  are  supported. 

Testing shifted its focus from testing the system and research instruments to testing 



user interaction and acceptance. Naturalistic observation is required for Ecological 

validity as the controlled laboratory environment may influence results. 

The system was set up in the atrium of the Otago University Commerce building and 

respondents were randomly selected from passers by. The respondent was told that a 

test of an interactive display was being carried out and could they attempt to interact 

with  the  system  and  answer  the  questionnaire,  but  they  were  not  told  how  the 

interaction  worked.  A  combination  of  observation,  questionnaire  and  interview 

techniques were used as interpretation of observational data alone would be unreliable 

as user actions could easily be misinterpreted. 

After  experiencing  the  system  the  participant  answered  set  questions  on  a 

questionnaire based on Likert scales for simplicity.(see appendix I) As the answers to 

many questions were subjective this  was done prior to any interview questions to 

provide  an  unbiased  response.  After  the  initial  questions  were  answered  the 

interviewer then asked further questions that arose out of the observation. 

For example clarification of why a respondent approached the display three times – 

• Was it system driven activity for example to get a response from the system?

• Was this  to  understand how the system responded to the user’s  actions or 

content driven activity?

• To change the display for education/entertainment reasons?

• They could not get an expected/desired result,

• They were unsure the action/result trigger and were checking, 

• They enjoyed the experience and want to try again?

Observation would also check respondents answers with perceived actions as it was 

also considered possible that it some may be embarrassed to admit being unaware at 

first of why the system was reacting and give a different explanation for their actions. 

The observation record sheet recorded also 

• Had they seen the display operated by others before attempting themselves?

• How hesitant/confident the approach to the display was.

• Apparent enjoyment.



• Level of interest.

• Number of questions asked (also to gauge interest)

Test instrument design considerations.
Test Instrument One. The Questionnaire

The two focus points  for  testing after  the system itself  has been proven are  how 

usable the system is and how appropriate the system is for use within the context of 

an art display system. The questionnaire covers the following four topic areas:

Background: questions that may supply possible influential independent variables – 

such as age or prior artistic knowledge.

Images: System specific questions to determine that the system worked for the person 

and they were evaluating the interaction not the images or system. 

Interaction: Usability  considerations  primarily  appear  to  be  concerned  with  the 

intention to provide a ubiquitous interface which may itself cause some difficulty.

Previously discussed areas for concern are the lack or transparency of affordances, 

and visibility of feedback. Feedback is given to the user in response to their approach 

to the display area.  Questionnaire design will  require questions determining if the 

feedback was visible to the user, that they understand that the reason for the feedback 

(altering display) was actually a response to their action and then knew what to do 

next.

Personal Preference  Appropriateness of the system, these are subjective questions 

and has little to do with the previous question of usability. Data such as age, sex, 

knowledge of art or subject content can be compared to responses to determine if 

there  are  dependencies  with  demographic  variations  as  this  information  could  be 

considered important to the results.

Test instrument two. The Observation record

The test respondents were observed prior to and during their test of the display. The 

observation  record  was used  to  record  if  the  respondent  had  prior  knowledge by 

seeing someone else using the system, and was numbered to match the corresponding 

questionnaire. Any anomalous behaviour observed was recorded – and if this required 

supplementary explanation the tester could ask for clarification.



Research Variables

Analysis carried out on the data received takes into account the research variables 

considered appropriate to answer the questions posed in the hypotheses. HCI literature 

research helped determine which variables to be quantified to provide validity for the 

proposed testing.

Independent variables such as artistic content of the system, age, artistic experience, 

and sex of the respondent for example. 

Dependant variables were gathered in two ways. Subjective questions recorded by 

the viewer on a questionnaire such as enjoyment or preferences to each method of 

display  using  a  Agree  –  Disagree  scale  of  5,  1  meaning  disagreement  with  the 

statement  and 5 meaning agreement.  Non subjective variables  such as  number  of 

questions  asked  were  recorded  by  an  observer  using  an  observation  record  sheet 

similar to that shown in appendix II.

Statistical evaluation would determine the accuracy of the results  and attempt to 

identify patterns and see if similar clusters of independent variables such as age and 

gender create any meaningful stratified grouping of samples, as described by Nemeth 

(2004  p.  302)  and  allow  comparisons  between  these  groups  and  the  overall 

population. Analysis will be carried out using the statistical analysis program SPSS 

and Microsoft Excel.

Results and Analysis
Most data collected was discrete values resulting from the Likert scales used in the 

questionnaire providing non-parametric statistics due to the use of discrete rather than 

continuous data. Distribution statistics assist in determining how valid the results are 

for making value judgements and whether there is confidence to accept of reject the 

hypothesis. 

The level of significance was tested to see if results for the sample data are sufficient 

to  support  the  hypotheses  and  Pearson’s  correlations  were  used  to  determine  if 

variables were interrelated.

There were 45 survey responses from the 2nd test series to base our results on.

The questionnaire was broken into the four areas as described in the Test Design 

section above. By creating pairs of opposing questions for contentious issues they 



could be used as validation against each other. For example “Is this a good way to 

display art” contrasted with the question asked later  “this is  NOT a good way to 

display art”. If consideration was given to answering the questions rather than just 

ticking a favourable response these questions should inversely reflect each-other. This 

correlation was in fact the case.

Background questions such as gender - age – number of visits to a gallery in the last 

12  months  -  artistic  knowledge  –  these  were  considered  possible  independent 

variables  and  may  provide  correlations  for  the  results  providing  a  possible 

classification of user types.

Image questions concerning the images themselves, their quality, and the transition of 

the  images  and  how  well  they  were  displayed  by  the  system.  While  these  were 

interesting to test our system they were not of interests to answering our hypotheses.

Interaction  questions,  concerning  the  understanding  of  the  interaction  and  if  the 

interaction appeared natural.

Personal preferences,  did they enjoy the system and was this  appropriate  for art 

displays. 

Observation records (Appendix II) were taken that concentrated on some specific 

aspects such as how hesitant or confident the approach was, the apparent level of 

interest and number of questions asked.

Below are some of the questions and answers and reasoning behind the questions. 



Results
How appropriate or valuable are interactive digital displays of art

Q. This is a good way to display artworks

Q. Interactive digital media are NOT appropriate for displaying art. 

Q. I consider myself to be knowledgeable concerning art.

The inverse trend for each question assists in providing some validity to the result.

Is this Good way to Display Art?
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Figure 4: Chart. This is a good way to display art.

It is possible that the answer to the two subjective questions could be affected by how 

the people perceived their  artistic  knowledge – while  this  correlation does appear 

(Table 1) so it is not conclusively apparent. 

Table 1: Correlation of Art display and artistic knowledge questions



An interesting point is  the trend of people to the question “is this a good way to 

display art” was not nearly as polarised as originally expected. Prior to testing it was 

anticipated that the results would show polarisation of views. It was predicted that 

younger people and those with less art knowledge would be more favourable to digital 

displays  while  older  or  more  knowledgeable  would  dislike  digital  displays  of 

artworks. This prediction was backed (Figure 5) up by initial testing in the controlled 

environment using Information Science staff and students. It could be however that 

the Information Science people were not surprised by the interaction,  so could be 

more critical. 

Note:  This  result  was  from the  two  way  comparison  with  the  ubiquitous  display 

created  for  research  (UD)  and  the  original  Morpha  Lisa  project  using  the  head 

mounted display (HMD) in a controlled laboratory environment.

This is a good way to display artworks
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Figure 5: This is a good way to display art (controlled environment testing)

Another paired set of questions was concerning the use of digital displays in addition 

or as a replacement to traditional art displays.

Q. Interactive media displays should be used to augment or enrich art displays.

Q Interactive media displays should be used to replace traditional art displays.

Here there was an anticipated inverse correlation between the views question results. 

As anticipated there was strong resistance to replacing traditional art displays with 

interactive digital displays. Most seemed to concur with was that while this is a good 

way to display art – very few thought it possible to replace traditional displays with 

digital ones. However it is notable that some thought this an acceptable possibility.

Digital Images
Augment or replace Art 
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Figure 6: Digital Images – augment or replace traditional art display

Q. I enjoyed using this display



This question provided a chance to answer a subjective question about enjoyment of 

the system without qualifying the answer to a specific context such as art display. The 

result was positive and encourages further work in developing similar interfaces.

Figure 7: I enjoyed using this display

Q. This is a good way to display artworks

Q. This is a good way to educate people about art.

Q. This  is  a  good  way  to  provide  additional  information  about  museum 

objects.



Figure 8: Digital displays good for Art/Education/Museum objects.

These  questions  were  prompted  from  comments  made  by  Genevieve  Webb  the 

Registrar  of  the  Dunedin  Public  Art  Gallery.  Her  thought  was  that  the  system 

described  would  be  ideal  for  educating  people  about  art  by  providing  additional 

information. The gallery expressed interest in the ability of such a system to provide 

information  such  as  showing  restoration  of  artwork.  One  comment  by  a  test 

respondent suggested that as the viewer move closer to the image the image itself 

could zoom in providing more detail. This comment is considered as an excellent idea 

for  providing  content  that  informs  or  educates.  Another  user  comment  was  to 

encourage interaction with the system by asking the users questions to answer, such as 

“who painted this” for the current content being used. The use in displaying museum 

artefacts could be useful by providing an image of the exterior of the artefact such as a 

machine or clock and as it  is approached the exterior could dissolve revealing the 

inner workings.



Q. The interaction was distracting from the content

Figure 9: Interaction distracted form content.

This  question  provided  an  interesting  if  inconclusive  result.  Although  the  largest 

number did disagree with the statement there were enough results in the middle to 

higher  range  to  indicate  that  the  interaction  did  cause  distraction.  There  are  two 

possible reasons for this (a). The interaction was smooth and the change of content 

caused the distraction or, (b). the interaction was not smooth and it was the interface 

not  the  actual  content  causing  the  distraction.  So  a  correlation  between  the  two 

questions of smooth transition and distracting from content was checked (Table 2) to 

determine which of these was the case. 

Table 2: Correlation of distraction to transition



There was a negative result to the Pearson correlation showing little or no association 

between the smooth transition of the interface and the distraction so appears probable 

the actual transition was causing the distraction, not a problem with the transition 

provided by the interface.

So we can consider this part of the hypotheses supported – Interactive digital displays 

are suitable for art display – provided they are used to augment and not replace the 

traditional displays. Overall people enjoyed using the display and thought it useful for 

displaying art and educating about art and museum objects.



Are proximity triggered (ubiquitous) interaction systems intuitive?

Interaction – did they understand the operation of the system without instruction? This 

is the important question to determine if a ubiquitous interface when discovered is 

intuitive to use when no instructions are provided with the test system, which was 

considered an ideal vehicle for this test due to the simplicity of operation.

Q. The interaction was natural and obvious

Q. I need proper instructions on how this works.

Figure 10: Understood interaction or needed instructions.

When asked if they understood the interaction with the display predominantly users 

agreed it was obvious. There is a validity problem with the results of this response 

however due to two points. The first validity problem is that it is important to note 

this response was filled in after experiencing the display. The confidence shown in the 

answer does not reflect the confidence observed by the researcher during the tests and 

if asked this question part way through the examination (say after 20 seconds) a much 

poorer  result  would  be  expected.  This  observation  is  backed up  by  the  opposing 

question when asked if instructions were needed the answers were not so positive 

about the “obvious” interaction. There is a significant negative correlation (Table 3) 

between these questions however as would be expected.



Table 3: Correlation between understanding and requiring instructions.

The second validity problem is that it is possible that less positive results would have 

been achieved with the observer not being present, as many looked for confirmation 

that what they were doing was correct after triggering the display interaction. It would 

be advisable to run the same question with the observer not visible to the users to see 

if there is a different result before relying on the current evidence. 

There  is  sufficient  evidence  from  the  second  question  regarding  the  need  for 

instructions.  The even spread of  responses indicate  that  there  would be  sufficient 

numbers of people requiring instructions. This was not as good as hoped for with such 

a simple display interface and is insufficient to even consider the “being right as often 

as possible” compromise position mentioned by Dix (2004). Evidence suggests that to 

provide this display without instructions would cause at least some initial confusion to 

at least half of the users tested.

The interaction  is  easier  to  understand if  the  display  is  approached  steadily  with 

confidence so the software would trigger a smooth transition. This was one of the 

factors recorded in the observation record. It was expected that people who had not 

seen the display before would appear more hesitant in the approach to the display – 



and while  this  was  true  was  only  marginally  so.  The  researcher  recorded  on  the 

Observation record if the person had seen the test prior to attempting the interaction 

themselves as the interaction is  considered obvious if  a successful interaction had 

been viewed prior to an attempt. If the person had either seen the display interaction, 

not seen it or if the observer was unsure was recorded on the observation sheet and 

matched  with  the  number  of  the  questionnaire.  The  observer  could  then  gauge 

confidence of the approach. While evidence indicates that having seen the display 

prior to an attempt the approach is only marginally more confident and should not 

upset results concerning the transition. It should be noted that this measurement was a 

subjective  judgement  made  by  the  observer  and  making  inferences  from  this 

observation considered inappropriate. It was decided however to test the correlation 

between the smoothness of the transition as perceived by the user and the confidence 

of  approach  in  combination  with  having  seen  the  interaction  prior  to  their  own 

attempt. No significance was noted. (Table 4)
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Figure 11:  Prior observation affecting confidence of approach.

Table 4: Correlation of prior observation and transition.





So are such systems intuitive? While many found it intuitive there were a sufficient 

number of poor responses and requests for instructions that confronting people with a 

transparent system like this would not be recommended without the provision of clear 

instructions for those who need it.  In the case of a simple interaction such as this 

display a simple mat placed on the reactions zone of the system perhaps with a double 

headed arrow may suffice better than written instructions.



Conclusions

How appropriate or valuable are interactive digital displays of art?

It is hypothesised a display that reacts to the interest shown in the subject 

and changes to support the viewer’s curiosity will enhance the enjoyment or 

learning experience and that therefore such interactive displays are suitable 

for gallery and museum exhibits 

The conclusion from the results of this research are considered sufficient to indicate 

this part of the hypotheses supported. – Interactive digital displays are suitable for 

art  display  –  provided  they  are  used  to  augment  and  not  replace  the  traditional 

displays,  and  that  overall  people  enjoy  using  digital  display  considering  them 

appropriate for displaying art, and for use in educating about art and museum objects.

Are proximity triggered (ubiquitous) interaction systems intuitive?

It  is  further  proposed  that  a  display that  provides  additional  information 

depending on the proximity of the viewer will appear natural to the viewer 

and not require learning or prior explanation of the interface. 

That users, even when surprised by the reaction of an apparently ubiquitous 

computer  altered  display  content,  will  realise  that  it  is  their  actions 

determining change in the content displayed.

The conclusion  from the  results  of  this  research  are  considered  sufficient  by  the 

researcher to consider this part of the hypotheses not supported. - While many found 

the test system intuitive there were a sufficient number of poor responses and requests 

for instructions that confronting people with a transparent system like this would not 

be  recommended  without  the  use  of  instructions.  The  system  created  for  testing 

provided the simplest possible form of interaction considered possible, however even 

this caused confusion in many cases.



Can such a system be easily created for use and testing?

That  hardware  components  and  software  can  be  quickly  and  cheaply 

developed to provide a system suitable for the tests and evaluations we wish 

to carry out.

The conclusion from the results from this research are considered sufficient by the 

researcher to consider this part of the hypotheses supported. The test system created 

was sufficiently robust and reliable for the purposes it was made, that is to provide 

answers  to  the  other  questions  of  the  hypotheses.  The  test  system  is  not  up  to 

commercial  standards  however,  and  has  some  minor  flaws  sufficient  enough  to 

prevent its release commercially. There is no evidence that any issues with the current 

software cannot be easily overcome.

These results  and conclusions while limited in scope to the testing of one simple 

interactive  display system can  be  used to  some extent  generalise  the reactions  to 

similar digital displays. Some indication as to the acceptance of such displays and 

user reactions to displays with transparent interfaces may be useful in planning the 

deployment of such displays or for further research. 



Possible future work
Commercial potential may be promising even if the current hypothesis is disproved. 

Commercial  uses  such  as  the  trade  show  display  previously  mentioned  are  not 

concerned  with  whether  the  average  person  actually  likes  the  system  but  are 

concerned with their target market only. It could be possible to use more sophisticated 

recognition software to determine content and target the user more precisely. Software 

that  interprets  face  expressions  could  determine  interest  in  content.  Detection  of 

general physical attributes such as sex, size, age and dress style may be developed (if 

not  already)  to  provide  targeted  advertising.  Eyesight  direction  detection  already 

developed such as that described by Morimoto et al, (1999) could determine which of 

an array of products hold the interest of the viewer tailoring the display to that product 

area which would be ideal for shop window displays. 

Other possible uses for this work could be to display mechanical artefacts and reveal 

their inner workings. For example, a clock could be the feature of a display and as the 

viewer  approaches  the  exterior  of  the  clock  would  disappear  to  reveal  its  inner 

mechanism. This would obviously be of use in a museum situation.

Due to the face recognition results screen being able to fix position within the results 

screen it could be possible to increase the number of content trigger areas to 9, 12 or 

16 and provide multiple content depending on horizontal location as well as vertical. 

Sectioning like this gives further spatial information about the viewers distance and 

angle of location from the display. This extra detail introduces the possibility of three 

dimensional subject matter, which in turn could lend itself to the use of a “fishtank” 

view. Here the viewer could move to the side of the screen to see a quartered angle 

displayed on screen giving the impression of display depth.

The test system as it stands while not up to commercial standards is suitable for use in 

environments where the lighting can be controlled. Deployment in an environment 

like the Dunedin Public Art Gallery would be the next appropriate step to demonstrate 

the use in a suitable environment. Of particular interest to the gallery would be the 

ability to incorporate content reflecting the gallery’s interest, such as the current art 

restoration work or local artists.
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Appendix VI: Project main code
The following code is not the original work of the researcher but is included for 
interest. The researcher has made modifications to get the two packages to work 
together for the creation of the test system described in the research document.

Morph.ccp 
//This program was Modified by Gary Burrows and Gordon Wetzsteinbased on OpenCV 
software and the Morpha Lisa project created by Joerg Hauber.

// ============================================================================
// Includes
// ============================================================================

#include <windows.h>
// Header File For Windows

#include <math.h>
#include <gl\gl.h>

// Header File For The OpenGL32 Library
#include <gl\glu.h>

// Header File For The GLu32 Library
#include <vfw.h>

#include "FaceDetect.h"

#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> // malloc(), free()
#ifdef __APPLE__
#  include <GLUT/glut.h>
#else
#  include <GL/glut.h>
#endif

#include "zmouse.h"

#pragma comment( lib, "opengl32.lib" )
// Search For OpenGL32.lib While Linking

#pragma comment( lib, "glu32.lib" )
// Search For GLu32.lib While Linking

#pragma comment( lib, "vfw32.lib" )
// Search For VFW32.lib While Linking

// ============================================================================
// Constants
// ============================================================================

#define VIEW_SCALEFACTOR 0.025 // 1.0 ARToolKit unit becomes 
0.025 of my OpenGL units.
#define VIEW_DISTANCE_MIN 0.1 // Objects closer to the 
camera than this will not be displayed.
#define VIEW_DISTANCE_MAX 100.0 // Objects further away from the 
camera than this will not be displayed.
#define TITLE "Proximity Display"

//based on the "Morpha Lisa"

// ============================================================================
// Global variables
// ============================================================================

// Preferences.
static BOOL prefWindowed = TRUE;
static int prefWidth = 640; // Fullscreen mode width.
static int prefHeight = 480; // Fullscreen mode height.
static int prefDepth = 32; // Fullscreen mode bit 
depth.
static int prefRefresh = 0; // Fullscreen mode refresh 
rate. Set to 0 to use default rate.



AVISTREAMINFO psi;
// Pointer To A Structure Containing Stream Info

PAVISTREAM pavi;
// Handle To An Open Stream

PGETFRAME pgf;
// Pointer To A GetFrame Object

BITMAPINFOHEADER bmih;
// Header Information For DrawDibDraw Decoding

long lastframe=1;
// Last Frame Of The Stream

int width;
// Video Width

int height;
// Video Height

char *pdata;
// Pointer To Texture Data

int mpf;
// Will Hold Rough Milliseconds Per Frame

int         frame=0;
// Frame in AVI stream

int morph_dist_near = 1000;
// define morphing range - near distance (last frame)

int morph_dist_far  = 1200;
// define morphing range - far distance ( frame 1) 

int video_nr=1;
int full_screen_mode = 1;

extern int face;
//location of face in screen

static int time_frame_count = 0;   //tmp global
//static int start_time_frame_count = 0;   //tmp global
//static int stop_time_frame_count = 50;   //tmp global
//static int diff_frame_count = 0;   //tmp global

int startFace;
int endFace;
int start = 1;
int stop = 50 ;
int startFrame;

// Position texture
float tex_width = 10.0f;
float tex_height = 13.6f;
float tex_offset_x =-0.03f; // move tex to the right 
float tex_offset_y = 0.0f; // move tex up
float tex_offset_z = 0.12f; // move tex in front of 
marker

GLuint _textureID;
bool _bTextureInitialized = false;

HDRAWDIB hdd;
// Handle For Our Dib

HBITMAP hBitmap;
// Handle To A Device Dependant Bitmap

HDC hdc = CreateCompatibleDC(0);                           // Creates A 
Compatible Device Context
unsigned char* data = 0;

// Pointer To Our Resized Image

// catch window events (other than GLUT) 
LONG oldWndProc;
HWND hwndGlut;

bool showCameraImage = false;

// prototypes of new functions
void flipIt(void* buffer);

// flips red and blue bytes
static BOOL setupAVI(int i);

// initializes AVI - texture settings
void OpenAVI(LPCSTR szFile);

// opens the AVI file
void GrabAVIFrame(int frame);

// grabs  a single frame



void CloseAVI(void);
// cleans up 

void Reshape(int w, int h);

//-------------------------------

int currentFrame = 0;
int currentVideoMaxFrames = 0;

static void specialFunc(int button, int x, int y) {

switch(button) {

case GLUT_KEY_UP:
if(currentFrame < (currentVideoMaxFrames-1))

currentFrame++;

break;

case GLUT_KEY_DOWN:
if(currentFrame > 0)

currentFrame--;
else

currentFrame = 0;
break;

}
}

// ============================================================================
// Functions
// ============================================================================

void flipIt(void* buffer)
// Flips The Red And Blue Bytes (512x512)

{
void* b = buffer;

// Pointer To The Buffer
__asm

// Assembler Code To Follow
{

mov ecx, 512*512
// Counter Set To Dimensions Of Our Memory Block

mov ebx, b
// Points ebx To Our Data (b)

label:
// Label Used For Looping

mov al,[ebx+0]
// Loads Value At ebx Into al
mov ah,[ebx+2]
// Loads Value At ebx+2 Into ah
mov [ebx+2],al
// Stores Value In al At ebx+2
mov [ebx+0],ah
// Stores Value In ah At ebx

add ebx,3
// Moves Through The Data By 3 Bytes

dec ecx
// Decreases Our Loop Counter

jnz label
// If Not Zero Jump Back To Label

}
}

void OpenAVI(LPCSTR szFile)
// Opens An AVI File (szFile)

{

AVIFileInit();
// Opens The AVIFile Library

// Opens The AVI Stream
if (AVIStreamOpenFromFile(&pavi, szFile, streamtypeVIDEO, 0, OF_READ, NULL) !

=0)
{



// An Error Occurred Opening The Stream
MessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, "Failed To Open The AVI Stream", "Error", 

MB_OK | MB_ICONEXCLAMATION);
}

AVIStreamInfo(pavi, &psi, sizeof(psi));
// Reads Information About The Stream Into psi
width=psi.rcFrame.right-psi.rcFrame.left; // 

Width Is Right Side Of Frame Minus Left
height=psi.rcFrame.bottom-psi.rcFrame.top; // 

Height Is Bottom Of Frame Minus Top

lastframe=AVIStreamLength(pavi);
currentVideoMaxFrames = lastframe;

mpf=AVIStreamSampleToTime(pavi,lastframe)/lastframe; // Calculate Rough 
Milliseconds Per Frame

bmih.biSize = sizeof (BITMAPINFOHEADER); // 
Size Of The BitmapInfoHeader

bmih.biPlanes = 1;
// Bitplanes

bmih.biBitCount = 24;
// Bits Format We Want (24 Bit, 3 Bytes)

bmih.biWidth = 512;
// Width We Want (512 Pixels)

bmih.biHeight = 512;
// Height We Want (512 Pixels)

bmih.biCompression = BI_RGB;
// Requested Mode = RGB

hBitmap = CreateDIBSection (hdc, (BITMAPINFO*)(&bmih), DIB_RGB_COLORS, 
(void**)(&data), NULL, NULL);

SelectObject (hdc, hBitmap);
// Select hBitmap Into Our Device Context (hdc)

pgf=AVIStreamGetFrameOpen(pavi, NULL);
// Create The PGETFRAME Using Our Request Mode
if (pgf==NULL)
{

// An Error Occurred Opening The Frame
MessageBox (HWND_DESKTOP, "Failed To Open The AVI Frame", "Error", 

MB_OK | MB_ICONEXCLAMATION);
}

}

static BOOL setupAVI(int i)
{

hdd = DrawDibOpen();
// Grab A Device Context For Our Dib

if (i==1)
{

OpenAVI("data/video1.avi");
printf(" file 1 opened\n");

}
if (i==2)
{

OpenAVI("data/video2.avi");
printf(" file 2 opened\n");

}

if (i==3)
{

OpenAVI("data/video3.avi");
printf(" file 3 opened\n");

}

if (i==4)
{

OpenAVI("data/video4.avi");
printf(" file 4 opened\n");

}

if (i==5)



{
OpenAVI("data/video5.avi");
printf(" file 5 opened\n");

}

if (i==6)
{

OpenAVI("data/video6.avi");
printf(" file 6 opened\n");

}

if (i==7)
{

OpenAVI("data/video7.avi");
printf(" file 7 opened\n");

}

if (i==8)
{

OpenAVI("data/video8.avi");
printf(" file 8 opened\n");

}

if (i==9)
{

OpenAVI("data/video9.avi");
printf(" file 9 opened\n");

}

return TRUE;

}

void GrabAVIFrame(int frame)
// Grabs A Frame From The Stream

{
LPBITMAPINFOHEADER lpbi;

// Holds The Bitmap Header Information
lpbi = (LPBITMAPINFOHEADER)AVIStreamGetFrame(pgf, frame); // Grab Data From 

The AVI Stream
pdata=(char *)lpbi+lpbi->biSize+lpbi->biClrUsed * sizeof(RGBQUAD); // Pointer 

To Data Returned By AVIStreamGetFrame

// Convert Data To Requested Bitmap Format
DrawDibDraw (hdd, hdc, 0, 0, 512, 512, lpbi, pdata, 0, 0, width, height, 0);

flipIt(data); // Swap The Red And Blue Bytes (GL Compatability)

// Update The Texture
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, _textureID);
glTexSubImage2D (GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 0, 0, 512, 512, GL_RGB, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, 

data);
//glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL_RGB, 512, 512, 0, GL_RGB, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, 

data);
}

void CloseAVI(void)
// Properly Closes The Avi File

{
DeleteObject(hBitmap);

// Delete The Device Dependant Bitmap Object
DrawDibClose(hdd);

// Closes The DrawDib Device Context
AVIStreamGetFrameClose(pgf);
// Deallocates The GetFrame Resources
AVIStreamRelease(pavi);

// Release The Stream
AVIFileExit();

// Release The File
}

static void Draw(int frameNumber)
{

if(!_bTextureInitialized) {

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);



glGenTextures(1, &_textureID);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, _textureID);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE);

glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL_RGB, 512, 512, 0, GL_RGB, 
GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, NULL);

openVideoStream();

_bTextureInitialized = true;
}

GrabAVIFrame(frameNumber);

glDisable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
glDisable(GL_LIGHTING);

glMatrixMode(GL_TEXTURE);
glLoadIdentity();

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
gluOrtho2D(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0);

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();

glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, _textureID);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE);

if(width >= height) {

float yRatio = (float)height/(float)width;

glBegin(GL_QUADS);

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 0.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.0, 0.5-(yRatio/2.0));

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 1.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.0, 0.5+(yRatio/2.0));

glTexCoord2f(1.0f, 1.0f); 
glVertex2f(1.0, 0.5+(yRatio/2.0));

glTexCoord2f(1.0f, 0.0f); 
glVertex2f(1.0, 0.5-(yRatio/2.0));

glEnd();

} else {

float xRatio = (float)width/(float)height;

glBegin(GL_QUADS);

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 0.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.5-(xRatio/2.0), 0.0);

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 1.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.5-(xRatio/2.0), 1.0);

glTexCoord2f(1.0f, 1.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.5+(xRatio/2.0), 1.0);

glTexCoord2f(1.0f, 0.0f); 



glVertex2f(0.5+(xRatio/2.0), 0.0);

glEnd();
}

GLenum err = glGetError();
if(err != GL_NO_ERROR) {

printf("error: %s\n", gluErrorString(err));
}

}

static void Keyboard(unsigned char key, int x, int y)
{

printf("key pressed %c \n", key);
switch (key) {

case '1': 
printf("keypress 1\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(1);
video_nr = 1;
break;

case '2': 
printf("keypress 2\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(2);
video_nr = 2;

            break;

case '3': 
printf("keypress 3\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(3);
video_nr = 3;

            break;

case '4': 
printf("keypress 4\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(4);
video_nr = 4;

            break;

case '5': 
printf("keypress 5\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(5);
video_nr = 5;

            break;

case '6': 
printf("keypress 6\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(6);
video_nr = 6;

            break;

case '7': 
printf("keypress 7\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(7);
video_nr = 7;

            break;

case '8': 
printf("keypress 8\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(8);
video_nr = 8;

            break;

case '9': 
printf("keypress 9\n");
CloseAVI();
setupAVI(9);
video_nr = 9;



            break;

case ' ': 
showCameraImage = !showCameraImage;
break;

case 0x1B: // Quit.
case 'Q':
case 'q':

CloseAVI();
closeVideoStream();
exit(0);
break;

case 'n': 
morph_dist_near -= 5;
printf("Morphing Range distance near %d \n", morph_dist_near);
break;

case 'N': 
morph_dist_near += 5;
printf("Morphing Range distance near %d \n", morph_dist_near);
break;

case 'f': 
morph_dist_far -= 5;
printf("Morphing Range distance far %d \n", morph_dist_far);
break;

case 'F': 
morph_dist_far += 5;
printf("Morphing Range distance far %d \n", morph_dist_far);
break;

case 'w': tex_width -=0.05;
  break;

    case 'W': tex_width +=0.05;
  break;

case 'h': tex_height -=0.05;
  break;

    case 'H': tex_height +=0.05;
  break;

case 'm': if (full_screen_mode){
  glutReshapeWindow(640, 480);
  full_screen_mode = 0;}
  else {
  glutFullScreen();
  full_screen_mode = 1;
  }
  break;

}
}

// catch widows mousewheel events (not supported by GLUT)
LRESULT newWndProc(HWND hwnd, int msg, WPARAM wParam, LPARAM lParam) {

if (oldWndProc == 0) return 0;
return CallWindowProc((WNDPROC)oldWndProc, hwnd, msg, wParam, lParam);

}

static void Idle(void)
{

glutPostRedisplay();
}

//
// The function is called on events when the visibility of the
// GLUT window changes (including when it first becomes visible).
//



static void Visibility(int visible)
{

if (visible == GLUT_VISIBLE) {
glutIdleFunc(Idle);

} else {
glutIdleFunc(NULL);

}
}

//
// The function is called when the
// GLUT window is resized.
//
static void Reshape(int w, int h)
{

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);
glViewport(0, 0, (GLsizei) w, (GLsizei) h);

}

static void Display(void)
{

glClearColor(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0);
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT | GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT);

int vp[4];
glGetIntegerv(GL_VIEWPORT, vp);
int winWidth = vp[2];
int winHeight = vp[3];
int thisFrame = 0;
float showFrame;

// ---------------------------------------------------
// detect the face and get the distance
//int loc;

 float distance = detectFace(showCameraImage);
// int face = detect_and_draw(IplImage, &loc);

//don't change display till the face is at 20 degrees or closer
// gear the change for gradual change rate due to camera distance and angle 
//stop the change at the final frame

if (face > 20){
showFrame =  (face +(face-20) *.05);
thisFrame = showFrame - 20;

if (thisFrame > (currentVideoMaxFrames-1))
thisFrame = (currentVideoMaxFrames-1);}

else
{thisFrame = 0;}

currentFrame = thisFrame;

//if the face detect loses a target the last video frame stays
//count time frame is unchanged and reset to 0//

if (startFace == face && time_frame_count < stop ){
time_frame_count++;
printf(">>%d<<", time_frame_count);}

if (time_frame_count == stop ){
face = 0;
time_frame_count = 0;
currentFrame = 0;

}
if (startFace != face){
startFace = face;
time_frame_count = 0;
//printf(">>%d<<", time_frame_count);
}

else {
time_frame_count++;
//startFrame = thisFrame;
printf(">>%d<<", time_frame_count);



}

if(!showCameraImage)
Draw(currentFrame);

glutSwapBuffers();

}

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{

char glutGamemode[32];

glutInit(&argc, argv);

// Set up GL context(s) for OpenGL to draw into.
glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGBA | GLUT_DEPTH);

if (!prefWindowed) {
if (prefRefresh) sprintf(glutGamemode, "%ix%i:%i@%i", prefWidth, 

prefHeight, prefDepth, prefRefresh);
else sprintf(glutGamemode, "%ix%i:%i", prefWidth, prefHeight, 

prefDepth);
glutGameModeString(glutGamemode);
glutEnterGameMode();

} else {
glutInitWindowSize(640, 480);
glutCreateWindow(TITLE);

}
glutFullScreen();

setupAVI(1); // load AVI Nr 1

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D); // 
Enable Texture Mapping ( NEW )

glShadeModel(GL_SMOOTH); // 
Enable Smooth Shading

glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST); // 
Enables Depth Testing

glDepthFunc(GL_LEQUAL);
// The Type Of Depth Testing To Do
glHint(GL_PERSPECTIVE_CORRECTION_HINT, GL_NICEST); // Really Nice Perspective 

Calculations

// Register GLUT event-handling callbacks.
// NB: Idle() is registered by Visibility.
glutDisplayFunc(Display);
glutReshapeFunc(Reshape);
glutVisibilityFunc(Visibility);
glutKeyboardFunc(Keyboard);
//glutSpecialFunc(specialFunc);

hwndGlut = FindWindow(NULL, TITLE);
if (hwndGlut != NULL) {

oldWndProc = SetWindowLong(hwndGlut, GWL_WNDPROC, (LONG)newWndProc);
}

glutMainLoop();

return (0);
}



FaceDetect.cpp
#include "FaceDetect.h"

#include "cv.h"
#include "highgui.h"

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <assert.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <float.h>
#include <limits.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ctype.h>

#include <gl/gl.h>
#include <gl/glu.h>
#include <gl/glext.h>

// --------------------------------------------------------

static CvMemStorage* storage = 0;
static CvHaarClassifierCascade* cascade = 0;

float detect_and_draw( IplImage* image );

int face;

const char* cascade_name =
    "haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml";

CvCapture* capture = 0;
IplImage *_frame, *_frame_copy = 0;
int optlen = strlen("--cascade=");
const char* input_name;

GLuint _texID;
void drawImage(void);

// --------------------------------------------------------

void openVideoStream(void) {

cascade = (CvHaarClassifierCascade*)cvLoad( cascade_name, 0, 0, 0 );

if( !cascade )
    {
        fprintf( stderr, "ERROR: Could not load classifier cascade\n" );
        return;
    }
    storage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);
    
    capture = cvCaptureFromCAM( 0 );

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glGenTextures(1, &_texID);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, _texID);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP_TO_BORDER);
glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE);
glTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, GL_RGB, 1024, 1024, 0, GL_BGR_EXT, 

GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, NULL);

//cvNamedWindow( "result", 1 );
}

void closeVideoStream(void) {



glDeleteTextures(1, &_texID);

cvReleaseImage( &_frame_copy );
    cvReleaseCapture( &capture );

//cvDestroyWindow("result");
}

float detectFace(bool showCameraImage) {

float distance = -1.0;

if( !cvGrabFrame( capture ))
return distance;

_frame = cvRetrieveFrame( capture );

if( !_frame )
return distance;

if( !_frame_copy )
_frame_copy = cvCreateImage( cvSize(_frame->width,_frame->height),

IPL_DEPTH_8U, 
_frame->nChannels );

if( _frame->origin == IPL_ORIGIN_TL )
cvCopy( _frame, _frame_copy, 0 );

else
cvFlip( _frame, _frame_copy, 0 );

 //  distance = detect_and_draw( _pt1.y );
distance = detect_and_draw( _frame_copy );

if( cvWaitKey( 10 ) >= 0 )
return distance;

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, _texID);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_LINEAR);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_CLAMP);
glTexParameterf(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_T, GL_CLAMP);
glTexEnvf(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE);
glTexSubImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D, 0, 0, 0, _frame_copy->width, _frame_copy-

>height, GL_BGR_EXT, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, _frame_copy->imageData);

GLenum err = glGetError();
if(err != GL_NO_ERROR) {

printf("error: %s\n", gluErrorString(err));
}

if(showCameraImage)
drawImage();

return distance;
}

float detect_and_draw( IplImage* img )//, int* location
{
    int scale = 1;
    IplImage* temp = cvCreateImage( cvSize(img->width/scale,img->height/scale), 8, 3 )
;
    CvPoint pt1, pt2;
    int i;

int location;

    //cvPyrDown( img, temp, CV_GAUSSIAN_5x5 );
    cvClearMemStorage( storage );

    if( cascade )
    {
        CvSeq* faces = cvHaarDetectObjects( img, cascade, storage,
                                            1.1, 2, CV_HAAR_DO_CANNY_PRUNING,
                                            cvSize(40, 40) );
        for( i = 0; i < (faces ? faces->total : 0); i++ )
        {
            CvRect* r = (CvRect*)cvGetSeqElem( faces, i );



             pt1.x = r->x*scale;
            pt2.x = (r->x+r->width)*scale;
            pt1.y = r->y*scale;

if (pt1.x > 80 && pt2.x  <240){
face = pt1.y;
}//gets the position for global extern int face for use in morph 
//restricts the camera to pick up only in central view not to 

the side.0 to 320 -80 each side
            pt2.y = (r->y+r->height)*scale;
            cvRectangle( img, pt1, pt2, CV_RGB(255,0,0), 3, 8, 0 );
        }

    }

    //cvShowImage( "result", img );
    cvReleaseImage( &temp );

return -1.0;
}

void drawImage(void) {

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
gluOrtho2D(0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0);

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();

glColor3f(0.0, 0.0, 0.0);

glBegin(GL_QUADS);

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, (float)_frame_copy->height/1024.0); 
glVertex2f(0.0, 0.0);

glTexCoord2f((float)_frame_copy->width/1024.0, (float)_frame_copy-
>height/1024.0); 

glVertex2f(1.0, 0.0);

glTexCoord2f((float)_frame_copy->width/1024.0, 0.0f); 
glVertex2f(1.0, 1.0);

glTexCoord2f(0.0f, 0.0f); 
glVertex2f(0.0, 1.0);

glEnd();

}
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to create a ubiquitous proximity activated interactive digital display 
system to evaluate viewer reactions and opinions. To determine if similar interactive ubiquitous 
systems are a beneficial, enjoyable and even an appropriate way to display art. Multimedia used in 
galleries predominately provides content following set patterns and disregards the viewer. Interactive 
displays using viewer location usually require the viewer's conscious participation through carrying 
some form of hardware or using expensive sensing equipment. We created a cheap simple system that 
reacts to the user in a transparent (ubiquitous) manner, allowing the evaluation of the usability and 
suitability of such systems in the context of viewing art. Results from testing show that interactive 
displays are generally enjoyed and wanted for displaying art, however even simple ubiquitous displays 
can cause user difficulty due to the transparency of their interaction.

Keywords
Interactive, Digital Displays, Art, Proximity, Ubiquitous, Gallery, Intuitive interfaces.

Introduction 
Galleries displaying artwork and artefacts already take advantage of technology to give added value to 
the viewing public. However are such systems suitable or desirable for use in art displays? Multimedia 
used in galleries provides content that predominately follows set patterns and disregards the viewer. 

We created a ubiquitously interactive digital art display system to test our hypotheses-
• Does a display that reacts to the interest shown in the subject and changes to support the 

viewer’s curiosity enhance the enjoyment or learning experience and therefore such 
interactive displays are suitable for gallery and museum exhibits 

• Does a display that transparently provides additional information depending on the proximity 
of the viewer appear natural to the viewer and not require learning or prior explanation of the 
interface. Do users, even when surprised by the reaction of an apparent ubiquitously altered 
display content realise that it is their actions determining change in the content displayed.

This research addresses these issues by providing a test system for users to experience and recording 
their opinions and actions as a response to their interactions with the system.

Depending on the resulting analysis of data, this method of providing additional information to a user 
in an obvious and interactive manner could find uses in Galleries, Museums, education as well as 
possible commercial or entertainment uses.



Information gathered should be of interest to gallery and museum staff for planning of possible future 
displays.

Literature review 

Digital art display

One of the major concerns of this research was to determine acceptance of digital displays Ndiwalana 
(2003) raised the possibility that galley visitors may not expect technology and Gay and Hembrooke 
(2004) raise the question will this and the loss of the personal experience cause users to resist the 
technology? 
The intentions of the test display should be obvious and is unlikely to be confused with the artistic 
viewpoint that “sometimes simply displaying existing art in a new way can in itself be considered art” 
as commented by Genevieve Webb the Registrar Dunedin Public Art Gallery (June 2005)and backed 
up by Bolter and Gromala (2003 ) in their discussion concerning Remediation (making of new media 
forms out of older ones.

Appropriate data collection methods discussed in literature indicate that our system will cross the 
boundaries of the “Phenomenological study” and “Case study” methods described by Leedy and 
Ormrod (2005) requiring questionnaire and observation and where problems observed should be 
recorded (Dumas et al, 1993) and noted on a Problem List. Due to the subjective nature of the problem 
questionnaires based on Likert Scales which Preece et al. (2002) described are common for measuring 
user satisfaction, opinion and beliefs with the opportunity for users to include their own comments. 
Design considerations for questionnaires discussed by Dix et al (2004) were followed to provide some 
validity to tests.

Ubiquitous displays

An important consideration is the appropriate assessment of users and their needs which is difficult due 
to the variety of possible users Dix et al (2004). They also quoted Marke Weiser “the profound 
technologies are those that disappear” raising the question should we aim for our system to disappear, 
when this appears to conflict with traditional HCI views such as by Nielsen (2000) and even experts on 
Digital Art. Bolter and Gromala, (2003) who contradict the idea of total transparency. 
Dix et al, (2004, p.185) says “Be right as often as possible...” which is obviously a compromise 
position but does provide justification for our initial intention to provide a ubiquitous system without 
instructions because of an expectation the interface is so simple that most users will discover the 
method of operation.
Abowd and Mynatt (2000) list areas of particular concern for our system such as starting and end 
points, and interruption considered critical factors for interface failure in our prototype system.
Also useful are two of the four (Numbers 2 and 3) ubiquitous design paradigms discussed by 
Ndiwalana et al (2003) as being consistent with “mainstream HCI thinking” are:
2: People will be more willing to start using ubiquitous interfaces if they perceive them as trustworthy 
and intuitive.
3: The effort required to understand information conveyed by the ubiquitous interfaces inhibits 
willingness to use.
These concerns are due to the fact that users will not be expecting a computer interface and may not be 
trusting of computers

Dey (2001) states that one important evaluation metric that applies to both standard applications and 
ubicomp systems is that of predictability and that Ubicomp systems have a greater potential for 
unpredictability, important when users are initially unaware of the sytem.
Error Tolerance and Satisfaction are also key evaluation factors in the evaluation standard ISO9241 
and the transparency of systems is considered a major factor to evaluate by Burnett and Rainsford 
(2001) and backed up by Bolter (2003). Error tolerance is expected to be critical as the exposure to the 
system will be short and it is possible that if users need to consider the interface then the use of 
ubiquitous systems is not natural as predicted in the hypothesis.



One difficulty in evaluating ubiquitous systems is the lack of affordance/feedback and the affect this 
may have on users. Affordances are described by Norman (1999) and as there are no buttons or visible 
controls and it is hoped that the obvious reaction when coming across something interesting is to step 
closer to enhance visual perception. This natural action will need to be confirmed through observation 
as questionnaires will not provide enough insight into user reactions. 

The literature review provided us with some important criteria that were considered during system 
design.

Design Considerations
• Users will be diverse so design for simplicity.
• Design for use without instructions where possible.
• The use and interaction should be immediately apparent even if the method is transparent. 

(ubiquitous)
• Interaction should be appropriate for the context of the gallery. (Closer examination provides 

more detail)
• Content of the system should be appropriate for the context in which the display is set or 

located.
• Design for interruptions of display interaction. (Temporal and inadvertent user action)
• Ensure recovery of system interaction is appropriate.
• Ensure system feedback is obviously in response to user action.

Of interest is the conflict between the two schools of thought concerning the idea of ubiquitous 
interfaces and transparency of the system with the possible breakdowns of communication between the 
user and the system that may occur as a result of this transparency. The proposed test system can 
perhaps provide insight into these trade off’s between obvious communication, and transparency.

Research Methodology 

Research design overview

Create a suitable Test system: the display created uses basic computer hardware components including 
a Web camera to captures the viewer to determine location. The display content alters based on the 
viewer location (figure 1) and is delivered as a smooth transition of a movie file (.avi). The viewers 
may be unaware they have triggered the change as they are located remotely - no hardware carried or 
obvious sensor equipment used. OpenCV face recognition software detects the viewers face from the 
camera and the location of viewer is passed to the display Software. The display software and art 
content is based on augmented reality project “Morpha Lisa” created by Joerg Hauber (HITLabNZ. 
Christchurch).



Figure 1: Display content alters based on the viewer location

Display operation in effect uses the viewer’s face as the control “button”. Ignore the display (look 
away) and it ignores you, come closer it runs incrementally through a video sequence as you approach, 
stopping will freeze frame and stepping backwards will rewind. Turn away or leave the area to reset.

Determine Content: after taking on the advice from Dunedin Public art gallery staff for suitability. 
Display content chosen was the morph video sequence from Hauber’s Morpha Lisa project where the 
initial screen shows the Mona Lisa and as the viewer approaches a seamless morph occurs changing 
from the face of the Mona Lisa to that of the artist Leonardo da Vinci. This was chosen as it is topical 
and well known so the respondents will be reacting to the system and not some unknown artworks.

Run the system in appropriate environments: First an exploratory study (pilot study) was carried out in 
a controlled lab (figure 2) to determine if the system created was suitable for use or if further 
development was required. Respondents knew a test was being carried out but were not be informed as 
to what was being tested or given information about how the system worked. Initial testing uncovered 
problems with the questionnaire and backed up the view from the literature review that observation 
records would be required due to the unexplained interactive interface causing unanticipated user 
difficulty.



Figure 2: Controlled Laboratory testing set up.

Secondly, a naturalistic study was carried out to gather suitable data for analysis to determine if the 
hypotheses are supported. Focus shifted from testing the system and research instruments to testing 
user interaction and acceptance. Naturalistic observation is required for Ecological validity as the 
controlled laboratory environment may influence results. Set up in the atrium of the Otago University 
Commerce building respondents were randomly selected from passers by and were asked “we are 
testing an interactive art display - would you like to see if you can interact with it?” No instruction or 
indication of the interaction was given. After experiencing the system the participant answered the 
questionnaire. As the answers to many questions were subjective this was done prior to any interview 
questions to provide an unbiased response. After the initial questions were answered the interviewer 
could asked further questions that arose from observation. 

Gather Data
Test Instrument One: The Questionnaire
The two focus points are how usable the system is and how appropriate the system is within the 
context of an art display. The questionnaire covers the following four topic areas:

• Background: questions that may supply possible independent variables – such as age or prior 
artistic knowledge, gender and number of times the respondent attended a gallery in the last 
year.

• Images: System specific questions to determine that the system worked for the person and 
they were evaluating the interaction not the images or system. 

• Interaction: Usability considerations primarily appear to be concerned with the intention to 
provide a ubiquitous interface which may itself cause some difficulty. Areas for concern are 
the transparency or lack or of affordances, and visibility of feedback. Questions determined if 
the feedback was visible to the user, that they understand that the reason for the feedback 
(altering display) was actually a response to their action and then knew what to do next.

• Personal Preference Questioning the appropriateness of the system as an art display and user 
enjoyment. Data such as age, sex, knowledge of art or subject content can be compared to 
responses to determine if there are dependencies with demographic variations as this 
information could be considered important to the results.

Test instrument two: The Observation record



The test respondents were observed prior to and during their test of the display. The record was used to 
record if the respondent had prior knowledge by seeing someone else using the system, was numbered 
to match the corresponding questionnaire. Any anomalous behaviour observed was recorded and if this 
required supplementary explanation the tester could ask for clarification.

Statistical evaluation determined the accuracy of the results and attempted to identify patterns and see 
if similar clusters of independent variables such as age and gender create any meaningful stratified 
grouping of samples, as described by Nemeth (2004) and allow comparisons between these groups and 
the overall population. 

Distribution statistics assist in determining how valid the results are for making value judgements and 
whether there is confidence to accept of reject the hypothesis. 
The level of significance testing to see if results for the sample data are sufficient to support the 
hypotheses and Pearson’s correlations were used to determine if variables were interrelated.
There were 45 survey responses from the 2nd test series to base our results on.
Opposing question pairs was used for contentious issues for validation against each other. For example 
“Is this a good way to display art” contrasted with the question asked later “this is NOT a good way to 
display art”. If consideration was given to answering the questions rather than just ticking a favourable 
response these questions should inversely reflect each-other. This correlation was in fact the case.

Results

How appropriate or valuable are interactive digital displays of art
Q. This is a good way to display artworks (Art)
Q. Interactive digital media are NOT appropriate for displaying art. (Not Art)
Q. I consider myself to be knowledgeable concerning art. (Artistic Knowledge)
The inverse trend for each question assists in providing some validity to the result.

Is this Good way to Display Art?
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Figure 3: Art display preferences and knowledge of art.

It is possible that the answer to the two subjective questions could be affected by how the people 
perceived their artistic knowledge – while this correlation does appear it is not significance.



Table 1: Correlation of Art display and artistic knowledge questions

An interesting point is the trend of people to the question “is this a good way to display art” was not 
nearly as polarised as originally expected and shown in controlled testing using Information Science 
staff and students, possibly because they were not surprised by the interaction and so could be more 
critical. 

Q. Interactive media displays should be used to augment or enrich art displays.
Q Interactive media displays should be used to replace traditional art displays.
There was an anticipated inverse correlation between the views question results. Most seemed to 
concur with was that while this is a good way to display art – very few thought it possible to replace 
traditional displays with digital ones. However it is notable that some thought this an acceptable 
possibility.
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Figure 4: Digital Images – augment or replace traditional art display

Q. I enjoyed using this display
This question provided a chance to answer a subjective question about enjoyment of the system without 
qualifying the answer to a specific context such as art display. The result was positive and encourages 
further work in developing similar interfaces.

Figure 5: I enjoyed using this display

Q. This is a good way to display artworks
Q. This is a good way to educate people about art.
Q. This is a good way to provide additional information about museum objects.



Figure 6: Digital displays good for Art/Education/Museum objects.

These questions were prompted from comments made by Genevieve Webb the Registrar of the 
Dunedin Public Art Gallery. Her thought was that the system described would be ideal for educating 
people about art by providing additional information particularly for demonstrating restoration of 
artwork was supported. 

Are proximity triggered (ubiquitous) interaction systems intuitive?

Interaction – did they understand the operation of the system without instruction? This is the important 
question to determine if a ubiquitous interface, when discovered is intuitive to use when no instructions 
are provided.
Q. The interaction was natural and obvious
Q. I need proper instructions on how this works.



Figure 7: Understood interaction or needed instructions.
When asked if they understood the interaction with the display predominantly users agreed it was 
obvious. There is a validity problem with the results of this response however due to two points. First, 
that this response was filled in after experiencing the display. The confidence shown in the answer does 
not reflect that observed by the researcher during the tests and if asked this question part way through 
the examination (say after 20 seconds) a much poorer result would be expected. This observation is 
backed up by the question asking if instructions were needed, the respondents then were not so positive 
about the “obvious” interaction. There is a significant negative correlation between these questions 
however as would be expected.

Table2: Correlation between understanding and requiring instructions.



Second validity problem is that it is possible that less positive results would have been achieved with 
the observer not being present, as many looked for confirmation that what they were doing was correct 
after triggering the display interaction. It would be advisable to run the same question with the observer 
not visible to the users to see if there is a different result before relying on the current evidence. 
There is sufficient evidence from the second question regarding the need for instructions. The even 
spread of responses indicate that there would be sufficient numbers of people requiring instructions. 
This was not as good as hoped for with such a simple display interface and is insufficient to even 
consider the “being right as often as possible” compromise position mentioned by Dix et al (2004). 
Evidence suggests that to provide this display without instructions would cause at least some initial 
confusion to at least half of the users tested.

Future Research
Commercial potential uses such as the trade shows or window displays where more sophisticated 
recognition software could target the user more precisely, perhaps by interpreting face expressions or 
detect general physical attributes to provide targeted advertising. Eyesight direction detection could 
determine which of an array of products hold the interest of the viewer tailoring the display to that 
product.
Mechanical artefacts displays would obviously be of use in a museum situation, for example, a clock 
could be the feature of a display and as the viewer approaches the exterior of the clock would disappear 
to reveal its inner mechanism. 
Due to the face recognition results screen being able to fix position within the results screen it could be 
possible to increase the content trigger areas and provide angles allowing display depth variations for a 
3D “fish tank” like view.

Conclusion
How appropriate or valuable are interactive digital displays of art?

Interactive digital displays are suitable for art display – provided they are used to augment and not 
replace the traditional displays, and that overall people enjoy using digital display considering them 
appropriate for displaying art, and especially for use in educating about art and museum objects.

Are proximity triggered (ubiquitous) interaction systems intuitive?

While many found the test system intuitive there were a sufficient number of poor responses and 
requests for instructions that confronting people with a transparent system like this would not be 
recommended without making instructions available. The system created for testing provided a simple 
form of interaction, however even this caused at least short term confusion in many cases.
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